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Amld a blluard of rumours, the CBC
and Canada’s writers oonder the fate of Anthology,
a literary institution fdr 31 years

Juneau announced lest Dgember
that the corpomion would be cutting S35 million in operating funds

and equipment from its budget,
the question of lvhetberor not tbe
litermy radio program Anrholog~
vmuld be pert of the cuts became
caught up in B winter storm of
rummus. In mid-January nmvspapers begen to speculate on its
demise. end by month’s end
~xcutive producer Robert Weaver,sippinL:tea !vith lemon in an office tilled
eith pecking crates and pmmotional
porters, assuredvisitors that yes, he 1ve.s
retiring,but that vmsbecausehe WBS
offared “an attractive limmcielpackage”
to continue vmrl: on the CBC Literary
Competition and consult with the netcork. & fuorAnflrology, he said, it
v:ouIdcontinue. perhapsat another time
and under mmther title. Vi&m’sleft the
office rezsured.
Tv:o necks later, the storm becameB
blianrd. The Tomnto Sfar carried the
four-columnheadline“CBC planning to
drop Anihology,”
Wearer in fact

“I mean, we tinew Robert Weaverwas
going to retire sometime this year,” he
saysgently. Behind hi left shoulder is B
poster of lemmings- no, they’resheep
- rushing headlong over a cliff. The
print on the caption is too smell to read.
“The people on the pmgmm, in&din8
Weaver,” Solloway adds for emphasis,
“knew it was time for Bchange.”
The change is to a two-hour arts
magwine on Sundays, to be aired on
CBC Stereo fmm 1 to 3 p.m. end on AM

radio from 7 tu 9 in the evening.
Listeners will heat one hour of Canadian
stories and poetry and one hour af
reviews,nmvs.and arts criticism. Sollo-

way insists that the program. as yet unnamed. will maintain the same attention
to Canadian literature that Anfhology

had - “if it didn’t, I wouldn’t be
interested in it.” It is to go on the air
October 6.
The change is fmm a literaryinstltution that has remained basically unchanged in its 31 years on the a&ayes.
Anthology began at the sleep-inducing

and declared that

“had his position
declared redundant because of
cutbecks: On a subsequentvisit to the
old CBC-Radio building on Jm’vis
Street, LLmpbrtec is pulled aside by the
producer for r nelghbourlngradio pmgram and told in a whisper how
“di~,usting”
it is that Weaveris retiring
”
\*;ithBgcnemus settlement. “I have abrolutely “0 respect for those people
mri:ing the decisions around here. Why

bgan a yeu ago. long before communlcations minister Marcel Maw ordered
the CBC to take a hatchet to its budget.

general Canadian malaise of literary inseemity for its flust decade, when the
stmies might be excilingly Canadian but
the criticism WBSalmost exclusively
British or American.
With the impending Canadian centen-

nial in 1967 came an expanded
55minute format end a vigorousinterest
in CanLit that et first pleased Weaver
and then alarmedhim. “We always kept
the door open to other countries and
other literatures,” he recalls. “I don’t
believe In cultural nationalism and I
went through a bad period in the late
’60s and early ’70s without changing my
opinion about that. Maybe it was an inevitable part of broadening ourselves.”
Some of the many Canadian writers
who blossomed under Anlhdcw’s
care
ineluded Alice Munm, Matt Cohen,
Susan Musgmve, Alden Nowlan, and
French Canadians such as Hubert
Aquin, MarieClaim Blais, Antonlne
Maillet, and Ocrard Bessette. Timothy
Findley sold one of his firs1 stories,
“The War,” to Anthology in 1958. It
!vasread on the air by Mavor Moore.
In a country notorio”sly u”supp”rtive
of its writers, Anthology and its creator

have become en institution writers are
reluctant to leave behind. Says Weaver:
“There’sBlot of semi-hysteria around. I
think that titers, many of whom-knnv
I was goi% when I wv.as63, never really
accepted the fact.”
Sean Benigan. who in 1980 wmte a
master’s thesis on the program, noted,
however, that Anthology “was 89much
the reflectionof what was acceptable as
it was an instrument for creating acceptability.”
Eitbne Black. a omducer for radio
features and humanities and one of Anthology’s beleaguered staff, says:
“There am all sorts of new writers-out
there. who work with computes doiog
new, exciting things. I don’t want to
take anything away from the established

didn’t they just say ‘all who want to
retire early, raise your hyldp?’ ” Asked
if hc would agred to be interviewed, he
mutters, “No. I think I’ve said enough

tdrcady” end vnlks away.
Ron SoUmvayis Bpmdirectorat
the CBC English network building on
13~ Strcrt and Weaver’sbuss. He vvas
vxntioning dovm south lvhll protest
letters from such groups es the Writers’
Union, emcmgothers, lverepouring into
bis empty oftice. He looks taned and
fit - if not rested - es he wvemilyexplaiiesthat plans to change Anlhology

lavbmw.” Anthology suffered fmm the

hour of I1 p.m. on Tuesday. October
19, 1954, amalgamatingtvlo pmgtis
Weaver wa5 running at the time, Cant+
dian Shorl Storiesand Crilimlll Speaking. Intended as what Weaver called “a

rvtitem, but I can’t see Norman Levine
and Morley Call&&an working with
computers.” She says she has “a good
feeling” about the future, but adds.
“I’m jlLittired of readink about what is

general literary magazine of middleserious rang, not hi&brow and not

happeni” to us by going to the corner
and pi&ii
up a copy of: the Toronto

’

.~.. I~.-

Sun. My housekeeper knows the
about Antho@ before I do.”

news

puter club. The postage bill alone
averages about $50 monthly, and the
price of postage has on cccaston provoked a testy exchange with her readers:
Bythe by LoAmericans- no the rest of
the world is not an American colony.
Each country has its own postal,system
run by its own govemment that hues iis
ovm stamps. No other country can u=
your stamps on the 8ASBs you sdnd
here.
In addition to compiling her newletter. Lowareas is a poet who began
“writing seriously” in 1976. Undaunted
by rejection slips, she founded Wait&a
Press in 1983 Lo publish her fmt chapbook. Startines and Sunspots, and last
year 2%~ Female Eunique. Ewdque is
her best seller - not, she complains,
bemuse of her maturation as a poet but
because of its erotic content. “Marathon
Ma”

IXI-TLE OIRL doing chores on the
family mink ranch in the Ontario hamlet
of Haydon would see a passing jet overhead and think, “I should be up in that
plane, going somewhere.” Now a
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The final novel in the LacjardinTrilogy, following The BuF
ning Wood and The Rive,
Mot-semen.
Eeginning.in Norway in the
1900’s Eye of the Father tells
the story of a robust young
sinner in the Canadian West
irdhoseevil will shadows the
lives of three generations.
F42.95paper
35 Britain Street
roronto. Ont. M5A lR7
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tmnic typewriter and photocopies it for
mailing. She finamxd it with part-time
work for TPUG, an international mm-
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composes Earthftnk at home on an elw

Meanwhile. several blocks away.
Solloway and his staff pore over some 60
proposals for the nnv program. Three
till be chosen to prepare pilots and run
the final race for the laurels of Anthology’s successor. The sform has subsided, but the saga continua.
- BARBARA
WADE

A new collection of poetry
from the author of Empire,
York Street and Wanted Alive,
“Intelligent and immensely
talented...” Malahat Review
“A powerful, consciously
political poet...”
Fire weeo
$S.95 paper

._._~.

middle-aged wifi and mother in the
Metropolitan Toronto city of North
York, poet Dale Loucareas travels on
those jets - to China, Japan, England,
Scotland, Europe, the United States,
Australia, and New Zealand - by way
of her monthly publication Earthlink. A
breezy collage of poetry markets. travel

Holds back hir love
Hot& back h& come

jottings, and family tales, Ebrfhlink cur-

than 100 ‘readers.
“It could get much bigger.” Loucaress
says, “but I want to keep the personal
touch.”
She does, la one issue quoting her
IS-year-old daughter: “Our weird
mother! Whenever she wants an orgasm
she simply collects the mail.” When
Lowareas didn’t get sufficient response
from British readers, she,embarked on
a* expedition to ferret mu poetry
markets and resou~es fmm London to
Aberdeen, “a sort of Canadian spy,
wearing blue jeans and flashing no
credentials.” The spy mission resulted in
g plethora of contacts (ll Kent “a walk
ground the village of Istead Rise and a
chance remark brou,@t me fxe to face
with Jim Dennington of the Oravesham
Writers Circle”) and travel observations:
I detoured off the path st Blsckfrian
Bridgeand made my way to St. Paul’s
Cathedralto psy my respectsto my old
pal. Sir Christopher Wrrn . . . Chris
had one hdluva time gelling Ihe plans
E;hE dome accepted by the city
rently reaches more

Earthlink

is did

at

The expert on rewaint
Afmid to succumb

Early literary intluences, she says, include Archibald Lampman, Bliss Carman, Pauline Johnson. and Emii
Dickinson. Among contemporary poets,
she quickly cites Fred Cogswell. “He’s
been very kind.”
Loucareas is director of literary events
for the North York Arts Council and a
member of a short-story workshop. She
plans to write stories about childhood
experiences and “perhaps anovel.” And
to travel more. She has poetry readings

“lonely,

beginning poets in semch of soulmates,”
poets who are just “getting there.” Loucareas believes that “arrived” poets
have already established their own network and are reluctant to welcomenewcomers. Ha newsletter has a subscription price of 85 a year ($8 overseas),
although she exchanges with other
publications and sends it free “to people
who should read it, whether they’re interested or not:.
With evangelical fervour, Loucmeas
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booked with a Tokyo feminist group
when she visits Japan next year, and
plans to revisit fans in California. “Perhaps because it’s skin-and-sun country
. . . Californians
are more openminded.”
- HELENPBRBIRA
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The writers of British Columbia’s coast
are joined less by a sense of community than
by the landscape that surrounds them
Ey Eleanor Wachfel

0

Bholographs

by Paul Orenslein

WRIERONCE
movedto GalianoIsland,thinkingthat
thereWJS
a literarycolonythere.Thrilled al the Idea, she
called on everyone, expecting that there would be a
reading gmup and e..anges of manuscripts. But everyo”e raid no, they aever had the time. They had come to
Ihe island precisely to escape fmm all that.
“We aren’t a community,” says novelist Audrey
Thomas, “and you mighr have an interesling article eaplaitdag why.” Over in Victoria, poet P.K. Page softly
proffers: “Why not debunk the stereptyper about the
coast and tell them how we actually live?” Novelist and
short-story w%s Jack Hod!& nom: “The problem of
dcrcribina life on Vancouver Maad is to tame it down en~uah
so thai people will believe it.”
When asked to vxite something about West Coast writers, I
lo&d
fcu a way to limit the topic. That became doubly
necessary when CBC-Badio’s Antholoff assignedme to intervkv: a number of writers to fmd out what was disdnctively
West Coast about the liierature that origbmtes there. I decided
to focus on rhe coast itself - literature o” the edge, IinOmlly.
If I v:OSgoing to considerto what extent there is acommunity
of writers there, at least I qould start with a common landscape. What I found was not a community, “oL a Wert Coast
style par SZ?,but witem in a
landscape. reacting Lo (and
against) Ih+ sense of place.

andyouseeonefailedcolonyafteranother- from Ihe Danish
colony at Cape Scott to Lhe Finnish one at Sointula aad the
Doukhobors and Brother Twelve and so OR.People come with
great ideas; they think it’s an opportunity to live free fmm all
the rcstricrions they have elsewhere, blit have neglecrcd to
notice they’ve brought all their own human failings with them.
and these are exaggerated in this setting.
“So il a3 falls apart. The more receM influx has tended to
be peop!e running away from prairie winters: eastern regulalions, harsh facts of life somewhere else. It’s become a place
whet6 people congregate and hope that no one will disturb
them for the rest of their lives. But then what happens when
you go Lothis assumed Utopia aad il turns out not to be paradise after all? Where do you go after that?”
INTH~LATE1960sAudrey Thomas bought a ramshackle turnof-the-cenrury cottage at the north end of Galiano, a long
green humpbacked island in the gulf between the mainland
and Vancouver Island. Earle Bimey summered there in Ihe
early ’60s. stayed on Active Pass Drive and wrote poems. But
when Thomas moved there. there weren’t any well-known
writers on rhe island. There was an Englishman who’d been at
the BBC, bur he went back to England. The painter Elizabeth
Jack
nadgiis

1

f%.

JXI: HODOM is a thirdgeneration
Vanco”ver
Islander, the son of a logger
and grandson of pioneer
farmers. who nov: teaches at
the University of Victoria. In
many ways Hodgiim’s writing
illuslrales rhe theotics about
West Coast witiog. Benveeo
Tfic Inwndon OJ the World
and The Resurrection of

:J
.I
\

,

>

Jmph Bourne (Macmillan)
one cm find satire and exag-

geeration. the “magic” realism
that is only realism. the concern for ecology ad conservadon, the search for a home,
Eden and Utopia. People looking for Eden on Vaacouvu
Island, Hodgins observes,
come for the vvmy reasons.
“Historically, they come to
hare a second chance. Io set up
aev: socieries with new rules.
often self-serving rules. You
just go down Vancouver Island
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(Hoppy) Hopkins was Thomas’s first friend, “because she was
Uterary. 1 guess. The woman who lyped up Mrs. Blood [Talonbooks] for me had a husband who said that if he’d known
what it was about, he’d never have let her do it. It was she who
introduced me to Happy.”
A more recent arrival, the novelist Jane Rule, is another
Galiano “attraction.”
says Thomas, “because she’s so
generous with her time.” Since settling at the south end of the
island in 1976, Rule and Helen Sonthoff have created ao oasis
of clvUity and grace - and an azure swimming pool for the
neighbourhood children. Rule is interested in invented communities - how people function away from the envlromnents
they grew up in. Her novel The Young in One Anotlw’s Arms
(Doubleday) is partly set on Galllo.
Indeed, the residents who have contibuted
lately to
Galiano’s literary reputation read like a CanLit Who’s Iyho:
poet Maxine Gadd; Dorothy Livesay, retiring from the cold of
Lake Winnipeg; Marian Engel. who stayed for a couple of
summers, (which led to a coffe&able book, Islands (Huriig),
and some coastal setting for The Gksy Sea (McClelland &
Stewart)); and last summe.r Margaret Atwood and Gmeme
Gibson. StUl, the island ls not a literary community.
It’s not that the various witerr don’t socialize
- just that
forming a commtmlty ls not the reason they’re there. “I saw it
as a place where I wouldn’t necessarily need anyone outside
my family,” says Audrey Thomas, though eventually she did
join two groups: French conversation - whose participants
would meet once a month to feast on elaborate French cuisine
- and the drama group, which staged amatem theatre.
Daily life on the island was simple but demamiii.
“I’d get
up very early to light the wood tire and then go back to bed
until the house got warm. I used to have a dog and a cat, so the
dog would h&e to be walked to the end of the island. I had
hens too. chores that were proof that I vw living in the real
world. Somebody once said, ‘Why do you never have a supply
of wood?’ 1 used to chop wood every day because that was a
real thing that I was doing, as opposed to the unreal act of
writing - which is such bullshit, but I used to believe it. Living
on a day-to-day basis can be very reaJ, but it can also take a
day to live s day in the country. By the time you’ve chopped
the wood, gotten the wit% and on and on. you’re too exhawed by it all. People can get carried away by vegetable
gardens.”
Still, GaUano Island is where Thomas wrote most of her
books. (The distractions dimmed. and “you work or go
nuts.“) But until recently only the novella Prosper0 011the
Island (Bobbs-M&II)
and a few of her short storks had
Galiano as their setting. “It’s a curious displacement. It’s as if
I don’t want to look at the real landscape while I’m writing. I
want my own perceptions to prevail. I don’t waot to be confronted with the facts of the truth or reality.”
Twenty-five years after her arrival in British Columbia,
Thomas’s latest novel. Inlerlidul .L$2 @toddart), is her first to
be based on an island and “use all the metaphorical weight
that carries. It’s a great landscape to work with: rocks, trees,
tidal pools, the sea. Writers write with their eyes. And it’s
extraordinarily beautiful, so you can &her play that off
against what’s happening or make it a corroboration.” The
landscape, or “land-escape,” as Thomas observes, is so exotic
that she wonders why anyone would bother to write surreal
stories there. It’s already the dreamland that she fantasized
about during her childhood.
“The West Coast was where people \vent who had gunrplion, as my mother said. To make new lives. The East - New
York state - seemed very settIed, battened down. It made you
feel that everything had been said; it’s all been done and done.
I escaped to Europe because that’s where people went then,
but the West Coast was always this land of enchantment. And
it’s exiting to be out here as a wit% because these is no tradl-

BEmNGT;LcoLLmE
a non-residential program
in conjunction with the

Forfurther information, wrlte:
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tion to live up to. Perhaps
\X’R creating our owt.‘~
OX SALTSPNNO tsw.tw puet
Phyllis Webb’s journey has
came almost full circle. Growing up in Victoria, Webb’s cute
ambition as an ttdolescent was
to get off Vancouver Island.
“Montreal. London, and Paris
were vety impcutant to me, and
I did have a sense of imprisonment on Vancouver Island. I
needed a bigger world, a bigger
reference. so I moved out. I
seem to have done u circuit; I
detinhely lurncd fmm being a
wry urban person to a rural
one - in the sense that I catnut bear the sounds of cities
no,‘:. I’M become habituated
tu the quiet of islands, and that
is wry good for my personal
psyche and vorlli.”
Iskutds have always held an
wsthctic ttppeal for Webb.
“Grov:ing up by the water,
they vxrc always out there beautiful little mclcs - and 1
alrays wanted to get tu them.
They’ve always represented in
zome way something uukn~wn that is within manageable
dixmce. Not a goal that is unreachable.”
For Webb the coastal paradox is that west fans east - the
snake that eats its tail. “We ax kind of edge people. We are
edgier in terms of being flakier, freakier, and maybe mure
delighted in playing with that water-land dichotomy. That’s a
risky generalization, but I am very aware of the edge of the
world here. or at least the end of the continent. I’m reminded
of my poem that ends, ‘AU the big animals turn towards the
cm3.t wll of China.’ It’s a line
rhat amazes me every time I
read it - that it comes out of
my cidtsciousness of lool;mg
restwrd
to the east.”
The
seductive
coastal
madness is depicted by P.K.
Page in a 1946 short story,
“West Cou5t”:
Extraordinary
place. To
them, of course, it is home
and usual as everyday or your
wn law in the morning mirror. But estmordinary. none
the 1,~ to me. Another week
hat and I fear the whole
plscc would shift and be
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General’s Award for The Me:aland the Flowr (McClelland &
Stewart) marked the beginning of a decade abroad,
in
Australia, Brazil, and Mexico, as the wife of Canadian ambassador W. Arthur Irwin. Then. 20 years ago, theywtumed
home and settled in Ttctotia.
Page’s neighbourhood - large mock-Tudor homes cm vast
green lawns - resemblesembassy enclavesabroad. Her simple
exposed cedar house is unpretentious by cumpatlson, though
set on an acre of garden, landscaped by her husband. The huge

viewd by that unrecb@ area
of the eye. Contagion.

Born in England, but in
Cmmddn since she ws three,
p.1:. Page fbst came to the
\Vcst Coast just before V-J
Day. She left sumt after,
retumittg to Montreal where
she was active among the rising
young English poets at the
time, the Praiea crowd. The
year she vmtt the Governor
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A Biographyby Claire Hoy
A revealing portrait of Bii Davis and
the Ontario Conservatives, and an
intimate documentary of power and

influence

in Gmadian politics.
ml

$24.95

SALE MAY 1st

METJSLJEN

moms are tilled with the exotic objects one might expect to
find in a retired diplomat’s residence - especially a diploo+
who is married to a” artist.
When Page went to Latin America she switched fmm
writing poem to painting. She was so immersed in studybu
Portuguese and Spar&h that “I really became distanced from
my own tongue. I hadn’t the vocabulary for Brazil - for its
bamquencss - and it wasn’t English I was concentrating on.”
After she returned to Canada and began writing again, the
images she’d bee” focusing on in her drawings infused the
poetry.
Page’s apocalyptic prose piccc, “Unless. the eye catch
fire. . .” (in Evening Dance oJ the Grey Flies, Oxford). is
recognizably set in Victoria, but the city serves as a backdmp,
to gmond tbe story in reality. “I don’t think that place has
ever affected me directly. There seem to be certain landscapes
in my head that arc entirely imaginary. One is a’white landscape that appears in a lot of the poem where I talk about
snow. I grew up in Winnipeg and Calgary, and you have pretty
polar winters there - so that gave me a” abstract white landscape that has “othi”g to do with tither Winnipeg or Calgary.
At the same time, fmm living in the tropics I have somcwhcrc
in my head an abstract green and tropical landscape, with
palms and things. which is also not literal. And they are two
poles into which a lot OFmy poc”~s tit.
“I don’t know how to talk about tbe West Coast. I hava’t
got ail thii great sense OFRaven and shamans and Indians and
Douglas fur that so dominated the poetry of th’eWest Coast
For a time that you thought you’d go blind if you ever read
another poem like that. I wote one poem, ‘Shaman,’ just to
show I could USCthe word. I thought it n&ht give me
honoorary membership in the club. But I haven’t got this sense
of this coast: I see it much more BPmountains and gardens.”
I try out a Fewtheories.
. . . A Frontier?
“That’s outdated. The north maybe.”
. . . Too &tired?
“Yes, very urban - all the conveniences. Roads end north
of Tomnto, too. There’s bush that’s just as wild. If you want
wilderness in Canada, you ca” get it within a Fewhours’ driving away From almost any city.”
. . . .The search For a home.?
“This is the nature of ma”, isn’t it? I’ve tried to make a
home everywhere I’ve gone. Victoria is now probably a prairie
tow” anyway - Full OF an enormous “umber of c%-prairie
people.”
. . . A” offshoot OFthe romantic movement?
“I don’t think there.3 any lunacy in this country. We’re all
pretty sober people. Not particularly hedonistic here. Maria”
Engel’s Bear [set in northcm Ontario] is sody a celebration of
nature.”
But she adds: “Certah~ people resonate to cumin magic ekmcnts io the West Coast that are created by the combination OF
mountains and sea, or the Fact that Indians lived here For a
long time, integrated with their environme”t. These tbi”gs, if
the persons are sensitively tuned, influence them profoundly. I
have a sensitivity to other places-Brazil, or the busyness of a
Mexican landscape compared to the unbusyncss ofa Canadian
one. The stipple of vegetation is differcut there. a smaller
stipple. in some funny way, a pattern repeated on designson
tile - repeatidthe way theyput bricks in buildings.There’s
something in me that resonates to that particular physical patter”. But it can’t be the pattern itself: it must be something
behind it.”
ANOTHER
Z&EARresident of Victoria - but one who has a
strong sense of spiritual L%Ity to his mvironment - is the
poet and editor Robin Sk&o”, who met me in the lounge of
the University of Victoria Faculty dub, a modem wooden

building tucked into a small
forest. A year after he arrived
lo Victorlr to teach English
(“and get the hell out of Manchester, where my children and
I were dyiog of bronchitis”),
Skelton edited Five Poets of
rhe Paeifc Northmzst. Five
years ago, it was Six PmLs of
B.C. In between, in the late
19705,he published two spectal
issues of the hfdahat Review
(which he cc-founded) on the
west coast ‘~rcnalssance” In
there he concluded that ‘B.C.
vxiting is characterized by interootionalism. because of its
ports and immigrants; that the
regional impulse is informed
by natural beauty and native
culture; and that poets rather
tbon prose writers relate directly to “the obsessive qualily of
the territory and its man-made
and natural symbolism.”
For Sk&on, Victoria was
immediately home. Its landscape had all the qualities he
enjoys. “I vas born by the sea.
I’m devoted to rocks and trees.
This is more home to me than the viuage I was born lo.” The
kmdsmpe also produces powerful imagery. “It’s been said
tbot West Coast poetry is full of rain and totem poles, but on
Vancouver Island it’s diffiiult to travel without seeing any
totem poles. They are f/terel You can’t avoid working lo terms
of this whole extraordlnory environment - a stack of.arcbtypes - trees, rocks, the sea.”
As Slxlton shambles off to his class, I reflect on how his appcamoce - bushy grey hair and beard, rings on every f@r,
medrdllon on his chest. ornate
r&log stick and tweed hat prompts another generallzation about West Coast wirers:
their individualism, agaging
eccrentricity,marked free form.
ANNECAMERON
was born and
raised around Nanatmo on
Vancouver Island. A fev/ years
ago. she moved across the
Strait of G.wrgia (or “trench,”
as Jack Hodgk~ would have it)
to Powll River. an island town
in everything but fact though it ls on the mainland.
one has to take two ferries to
get there. “Powell River ls
about 20 years behind Vancouver Island.” says Cameron.
“Other than the fact that the
mountain5 face the wrong way,
it’s what I grew up witi rednecks. people who couldn’t
survive lo ‘civilization.’ This ls
one of the Iat mental and emotlonal frontiers. Sometimes I
refer to it as the world’s largest
open&
loony bin. That’s
vhat Nanaimo wag like before

everyone from Saskatchewan moved there..”
Cameron’s books - Dreampeaker (Irwin), Da~hms of
Copper Womrrn(Press Gang). Earth wileh (Harbour), The
Journey (Avon) - axe tinoly rooted lo B.C. Much of her
writing is informed by Indian storlcr she heard as a child and
collected more consciously later on. On the other hand, most
of her fb (X’icketto Heaven) and television work (Drying Up
Ihe StreeLr)deals with urban issues. Moving to Powell River
was a conscious withdrawal from the p&sure5 of continually

trying to w&e hard-hitting jounmlistic drama. She lives outside the town, off a dirt mad, the turn-off marked by a purple
macram hanging. The ldg house, smoke rising, and fencedoff garden are the hallmarks of rural living.
Cameron denies she’s fmm B.C. - sbe’s a Vancouver
Islander. “People who live on islands stay grounded in reality
because they know the limits of their universe. You fmd that
out quickly because if you go beyond them. you get wet.” It’s
something like Jack Hadgins’s comment that he alwars knows
where his island characters are. because if they try to get away
from hi they’ll get stuck in a ferry Ibx-up.
Growing up on Vancouver Island “was tither all suga or all
shit,” says Cameron, “eiti like a sentimental. Walton-like
movie or it was an absolute nightmare. I think that every&bag
on the coast is exaggerated, and Vanmuver Island is the exaggemtion of tbnt. It was incredibly beautiful, gentle; you could
grow anytbii in your garden. It was a great place to be a child
because you got the benetit of stories fmm different ethnic
groups an@immtgmnts who would talk to kids because they
wem lonely. Bvery second Friday night was payday, and men
went to the beer parlours and cashed their &qua and got
drunk and went home and beat up everyone who couldn’t
fght back. But it was also a place where you could walk
through the bti for hours, and it was quiet and peaceful,
with clean water. Now, of course, it’s blacktop from Victoria
to Campbell River.”
Even so, to a writer like W.D. Valgardson, who grew up in
the Interlake district of Manitoba (the setting for Ids books,
Bloo@lowers, God Is Not a F& Inspector, Red Dust, and
OrnIle Sinners, Oberon), Vancouver Island stiU invita a
“vobmtmy rdationsbip” with the landscape. “Vancouver
Island means mountains and rocks and water. I would nmr
think of just going for a hike on the prairies - there’s nowhere
to hike to - but here I climb mountains and jog along
beaches.”
Valgardson came to the University of Victoria a decade ago,
after six years of graduate work and teacbiig in the U.S. Midwest. When he fast arrived, “everytbii was too large. The
trees were impossible to believe. For a couple of years, I didn’t
think that Victoria was real, it felt like somethmg wnstructed
by Disney. The people in the little stores couldn’t actually be
earning a living - they must be paid to stand there and pmtend. That’s Victoria-so overridden with tourists I couldn’t
get past that mask into people’s real lives.”
It wasn’t until five years ago. when he emnlled in rockclimbing ctmrses, that he started to get beyond that surface. to
“create a new imprint. It’s a strange experience for *prairie
boy to hang from ropes. where everytbmg is up and down. It
required a tremendous change in attitude just to be able to see
again. or see in a new way.”
The landscape is so important to how a writer perceives
reality that Valgardson’s characters have changed too. They
have a different attitude out on the mast. ‘The harshness in
my Manitoba writing comes out of the weather. out of the
Iand. The Interlake area is almost like AppaIacbia in the U.S.
There is tremendous poverty; the winter is endlessly long; people die ewy winter in Manitoba a mile fmm their farmhouse,
lost in a blizzard.” Living in Victoria, walking to work all yam
round. Valgardson is struck not wIy by the gmtlmess of the
city but also by how the land has receded in bnportance to
him. In stories like “A Matter of Balance” - about a man
who goes mck climbing - the pmtagonist C~O~FLF
danger,
rathex than being consumed by it.
AU the same, Va@dson feels an irrevocable outsider on
the coast. “I envy Jack Hodgina, because he’s able to reach
back all the way to bii and wtite about what he knows in htimate detail, whereas no matter how long I live on the coast if I live and die here - I’ll always be an outsider. Not a tourist,
but someone who doesn’t know things.”
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The poem (whose fmt line is its title) ends:

Once a garrison for the rich, Toronto’s
multicultural Annex district now provides a wealth
of material for the city’s writers
Ey S&a

Posssorsfri
O!~ERINO OVER the Edwardian
residences of Toronto’s Annex
district. the turrets of Cesa Loma
- the ostentatious re-creation of
e medieval castle. completed for
Sir Henry Pellatt in 1914 -casts a
Dime&land shadow on B neighbourhood
of miniature
castle
homes. with their own lookouts,
gables. gargoyles, end ghosts.
Once
a gmiison
of privilege for
-

h
I

its Family Compact and merdx~nt-prince
residents - the Russells.

Masrc~s, Emons. end Gooderhams the Aones (so named for its annexation
to the city in 1887) gradually
deteriorated following the First \Vorld
War and throughout the Depression as
family fortunes declined. Too large and
apensive for single families, many of its
boures were divided into rental flats and
room% By the 1950s some city politicians deemed it tit only for roomers and

“Red Sequins on Markham Street” in her wllection
Raspberry Vinegar
(Oberon) Joan Fern Shaw describes the
changing
character
of the Annex
through the eyes of a young girl, gmwlog up in the 1940s. As e Warp, she now
is in the minority. On Jewish holideys,
she is the only member of her class present, and the horrors of Nazi Germany
are transmitted to her by her dessmates
and by her encounter with a women victim of a concentration cap.
In “Red
Sequins on Markham Street” she recalls
her fascination with a Jewish junkmarr,
es she wanders through her old neigh-

But they were mist&n.
Thmughout
the 1930s. ’40s. and ‘SOSoockets of the
Annex had been rer~italireh by thesettlemeet of Jewish, Hungarian, Italian, end
German
immigrants,
students
and
academics from the nearby University of
Toronto,
and an influx of writers,
artists. and film-makers into the ROlsnglc bounded by Avenue Road, Bloor
and Bathurst Streets, end the CPR
trac!:s. Today its residents span the speetwm from rubbies to yuppier. bluesrocl:ings to blue-rinse ladies.
The human. historical, and architecturd eclecticism of the Annex has made
it a popular landscape for such writers es
Hugh Garner. Margaret Atwood, Brie
Wright.
David Helwig, Katherine
Gorier. Dennis Lee, Joan Fern Shaw,
and Richard Wright. Their stories and
novels document the Anneu’s changing
physic31 and social character from the
’40s to the present day.
In two stories - “Transfer”
and

--,_i.--..----___;-.-_.

. . . The feelll is gone.

Rooming-house life in the ‘SOS,ls the
subject of Hugh Garner’s novel, Silence
on the Shore (Simon & Schuster). The
residents of 120 Adford [Bedford]
choose the Annex address because it still
sustains the vestige of middledess
respectability. The roomers are a mixture of immigrants end young people
dimbing up the social ladder and those
declining in stews.
Adroord Road wes e tree bordered se.~meet of the pert. . . . It was a social
way station. devoid of nostalgia for
those who lived in it, on their way up.
and witbom semlmem for those who
tried to remain in it on their way
down.. . . [The house] w= e deteched

bouthood:

reclusrr.

_ ..-. __,)

quieter.

1 set waiting for him, there on the cold
eoncrete steps of the old house where we
lived. The how might have belonged to
e fairly well-to-do family once. But the
area had deteriorated. and the house
had become four apartments. Now it
hes been repleeed by the Markham
Street entrance to the Barhurst Street
subway. . . . I walked amend the mea
recently. . .The
Markham
Street
tabernacle is gone. . . . And the magni-

three storey building. Its Victorian
gingerbread gone from its wooden
pomb, bet its age and former seeiel
position still epprent in its dingy lace
curtains, old fashioned looking on B
street that had long ego embraced the
genteel drape. . . . It wasa house ~rovm
too big for the families of tbe pre~nt.
end too private in its shouldered intimaey with those beside it for the

ticem archwaythroughwhich I usedto

modem suburbanite.
For decedes these morning houses
have provided University of Toronto
students with cheep ‘housing. The title
story in David Helwig’s The Streets 4/
__f_._. Summer (Oberon) focuses on the muequited lest of one student resident. John
Morris. Morris cynically views the Annex homes es “relics of an age where
homes were es ponderous as the fat.
black queen, deeply rooted into the
group, built to crush the family into
unity.” His summer project involves
working on his thesis and falling in love.
Only the cockmeches in his rooming
house have en active sex life, so Morris
walks the streets looking for a new
place. When he sees a beautiful &I walk

thunder on rollerskater is nermwrer and
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out of one rooming house,
initisting
room
there.

romance.
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he rents a

* summer
They shme countless grilled-
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millan) the Annex was the site of his
youthful dreams of glory as a radio playwright and novelist. His brief scccess
and marriage led tc a move to Forest

MARINERS

Cunningham/R. Mabee

Hill, the enclave of the very rich. then a
mtmn to a dilapidated apartment ic the
Annex when his fcmmcs fell. Landon.
an unemployed greeting-card salesman.
is a titnas to the social and physical
transfomlation
of the area:
DownSpadinaAvenue . . . burn stcpped to pick up Italian labcurers . . . :
Kneibd [agmcer] preparedfor hisday’s

This bock. dealing vrith shipping cut
of the colonies of New Brunswick and
Nova Scctic from the period 18251265.focuses cs well cc the Maritime
career of “aster mariner, Simon
Grahsm from Chebucto. New
Brunswick. Hi diary. parts of which
cm reproduced in this book, coma”
cc invaluable ponnit of shipping
during that em..
ISBN O-919519-56-3 89.95 paper
ISBN O-919519-58-X S16.95 cloth

trade. hefting his acck of gp and
pickles. The Research Library mm.
dark and rhea ccmssthe sky. He di.+
liked il. . . .The neighbocrhcodbully,
teariw down the neighbcurhccd.
In her ncvel Life &fore Man (Mylp

QBDEII NOW1

Cldland & Stewart) Maxwet Atwood
creates characters who exemplify the
essence of 1970s Annex sensibility. A
mood of nuclear winter radiates from
the novel, as her cbamcters “we
thrcugb thc~Acne.x. regarding its strw
torea as testament to their failure. They
liw in ramshackle homes, still go tc
cheap student rmtaumcts. Its boundaria deft and cage them. The emblem
of tltelr Lifelessexistence is the RoyalOntario Museum, whem several of the”
work.
Atwood’s specific descriptions of her
characters’ movements through the
Annex “ad like directions from the
Toronto Transit Ccmmlssicn. “Nate is
going to his house, his former
house.. . .Up Shaw Street. Past Yarmouth, past Dupont. the railway
tracks.” Their Annex ungsf is rooted, as
Atwood writes, in the knowledge that
“organisms adapt to their environment,
of nezssity.” As Lesje, cm of the main
clmmcters. acknowledges, “There’s ncwhere else she wants tc be. . . She
knows the terrain too well.”
If know@ the terrain too well
depresses Atwood’s characters, for
those in Katherine O&x’s Fable of
Brumick Avenue (Penguin) knowing
the terrain glves the” a secse of selld&y and cammmlty. Her title story,
captures the exuberance and heady cptimlsm of those who move to tlte Annex,
imagining it to be an artistic commune..
The ne&hbcurs of the narrator of the
story axe:
strivbrg phcrcgrapbers, pcnas, Ill”makers and graduate students in

r-

JamesLemon

skillfully chmnicles

the remarkablemetamorpho&
Torontohas undergonesince the
GreatWar,in politicsand society,
economy,populationgrowthand

En&h. cr biology. Livicgs were put
logether from parl-lime teaching.
grams. odd jobbing. Everycce was
involved in rounds of submissions, auditions, applications; there were
neverany openings.. . .Thc haphazard
divlsll of Victorian housesinto flats

ethnic wmpcsition. Beaotifidly illus-

tratedwith over 140photographs.
$26.95 cloth
James Lorimer & Company
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cheese sandwiches - the quintessentlal
meal in Toronto novels.
For Red Landon, the hero of Richard
Wright’s In the Middle oj 0 .L#2 (Mac-

Cnnsda’s Atlantic
Folltlore/Folldife Series
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had created, on this block. a self
addressia world which had the feeling

of a camp. srruck each night on the
same .spct. . . .We wue in and cut of
each other’s apsrtmects. for tea bw
and money and records. We lcved cur
tacky camp and its possibilities.The
skeet beron.@ to “I.

When streets are parked with sandblasters’ trucks instead of extermlnato”’
wcs (the Annex is nctcricusly wckmath-ridden), the mt
of the ycppieo
is slgnalled. The commercial and
residential transformation of the Annex
into trecdy territory Is scmticiad by
Eric wright’s Inspector Charlie Salt& in
Smoke Detector (Collins). Investigating
the death of an Annex antique dealer.
Salter rummages through the Amtex.
interviewing suspects and noting the
details of the area with a precise, Introspective eye:
Bloor Street’schamcta changer” the
street bscmcr lhe “Main Street” of tke
local district. changing continccusly
with the eccnomicand racial cba~r

of the area. . . .Blcor Street is a pleasact muddle of small stcres and
ratacmcts, hoc& in the same (MIand-lh~tcrey
bulldin@ that were
erectedin the early yearsof the century
when tke dislriclwas largely Anglo
Saxon.. . Now the travel agentshave
signs In Greek and Pcrmgcese, and

mangoesand red bananarsellas briskly
as eprrcts and Brusselssprcc~.
If Cam Loma is the symbol of Wasp
swxss, its Annex counterbalance is
Hoc”! Ed’s, Ed Mirvish’s thriving,
garish department store that dominates
the district’s commercial area. As Salter
. seesit, the store is “a giant bargain mart
decorated like a cmss between a circus
and an amusement arcade, covered in
colcured lights and hung with revolving
balls, a dllcocnt store that attracts huge
crowds with daily specials Likechickens
at one cent each.”
Only minutes away from I$onert Ed’s
is the tracqcillity of Sibdics Park. In the
pee” “Sibelius Park” in Dennis Lee’s
Civil He&
(Anansl) the nmmtor

. :

dr(ftiw north to the thme-storcy
turrets & gab&
the sqzdgglcr and
arches and

comes to the park, where
the sun irjillling the
rinsed air tltt the green gwr bmzinorrr
and it doa it
dw it corns dear. . . .

For its diverse nsidents, the Annex is
the place where their unfocused dreams
come clear - whether it be the castle
dreams of Sir Henry Pellatt, the mercantile dreams of Ed Mirvisb. the new world
dreams of immigrants, or artists’ dreams

.

of glory. And writers will be there to
reccrd those dreams. 0
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D.M. Fraser was determined to live his
own life and have a good time doing it. Until.
his death at 36, he did just that

“OUT to iwdts
ago ahenI \yi(sinvolvedin a public imbroglio some

P

one named D.M. Fraser wrote me
a letter that ended, “More power
to your right elbow.”
He had no particular ream” to
take my side, and at least one
good reason to rese”t me. For
,ears his mother - my blgh
school English teacher - had held
me up as a” example for him to
emulate. The most sym@betlc
&
teacher 1% ever had, Mrs. Murray Y. in
this instance was wnmg (she seldom
ws). and it became a running joke be
tree” us, one of many pleasures that
attended the too-few times we got
together in Vancouver and Nova Scotia.
A.

Once after celebrations that followed
a public reading Don and 1 gave in Antlgonish, N.S., I dragged him back late to
my motba’s farm in Scotsbum. Our
mutual friends Greg Cook and his wife
Miriam were slaying with us. As the rest
of the household slumbered. Don was
given the doubtful comfort of the
chesterlleld. In the morning my mother
was startled to find a” apparent extraterrestrial wobbling into her kitchen. In
momenta she was captivated - Ed
anyone who met Don invariably was.
He was a small dark man, his most
conspicuous facial features the eyes and
lips dixemible thrcmgh a salt-andpepper beard. From the brown eyes
issued intelligence,
shrewd and
-humo&s;
fmm the
lips a kind of mellifluous mumble that
was always worth payiog strict attention to.
Stooped, frail, dawnright sickly-lqoking,
Don bad something in
him that cried out for
every wm”an to be a
mother, every man to
be a big brother. But
he would toIerate no
coddling.
He was
!detami”ed to live his
own life and have B
good rime doing it.
And he did.
Now D.M. Frasm is
dead at the age of 38.
A Presbyterian
minister’s son, he grnv
up in Nova Scotia,
spendiig four yeal% In
the tough Cape Breton
mining town of Glace
Bay. (He loved it and
later fantasized about
setting up there a
.bra”cb of bls publisher, Pulp Press.) As
a child he was give”
free rein to read not
only the English
romantic poets but also

Freud and Marx. As he said later,
“Tberr was no geqteel censorship going
on when it -e
to ideas.”
At first he put ideas to conventional
use, e”mUing ix!the Uniwsity of British
Columbia Ph.D. program on a studywhere-you-like schqlarship. “1 was a
coward.” he told the Vancouver jour.
n&t Ala” Twig& “This was the
EaE.t,way
I could get and still stay in
In graduate school he met Steve
Osborne and with him, Greg Emigbt.
Tom Osborne, and Jon Furberg
founded Pulp Press in 1972. By the time
the press’s remarkable magazine 3C Pulp
(newstand price: 30) was being sold,
Pulp had moved off the stat into an
oftice behind the Marble Arch beer
parlour.
Don liked beer; he also liked publishing much better than academe. Drop
ping out of UBC he “made a conscious
choice to do the things I like doing.”
The first of his stories 3ePulp published
was “The Swee.t”esr of Life.”
As a partner in Pulp’s co-cap,he edited
man~cripts, typeset cop& and (r&ctantly) handled financial matters. At
Pulp he will always be remembered for
his mammoth rejection letters, the most
extensive of which was four and a half
feet long.
He also wmte. Fbst, a column,
“Manners,” in the Georgia Slmight,
then C/m Warfire (1974, reprinted in
1976)

and The

Voice

of .&ma Sack

(1983), a “suite of stories.” The fiction
was brilliailtly innovative, sold well, and
even gained him a cult following on the
U.S. West Co”%.
Yet he was anything but a careerist.
and was thoroughly bemused by a tow
he took to promote his last book. The
stops included Toronto - a city he
didn’t like much. There he talked to
Judith Fitzgerald about his harddrinking low-living public image:
“. . . .I suppose it would help the image
if I did drink the way my mythology says
I do. Frankly. 1 can’t afford it. If critica
want to say I write upside down hanging
from a chandelier, that’s fme with me.
Just as long as they don’t expect me. to
demonstrate it.”
By the same token, he had no pat&x
for cultural flag-waving or branch-plant
thinking or a whole coterie of public
-inns and -01ogies. He was too busy
melding ideas with the private wica he
heard in his head. What politla be had
went into books that he regarded as circular letters to friends, and action only
authentically began whe” he sat at the
Qpewiter - “about the only action I
know of that I’m any good irt.”
In the three weeks before he died he
hadn’t been into Pulp Press but assured
his worried friends that he was being
Mmy19&5.eams,“canadn 18
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taken care of. Up lo the time he died of a
lung infeclion he had been working on
slories, essays that included “A Ltterary
Educclion,” and a novel. q

Digging Up the Mountains, by Neil
Bissonndalh.
Mccmillcn, 224 pcgcs,
S16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9836 1).
IN HIS ~m.5~story collection, Digging Up
dre itlomlains, Neil Bissoondath reveals
an impressive gift for wiling prose that
is prec’tse and vivid, full of striking lwns
of phrase and exciting. many-lingered
imager.
Take. for example, the opening of his
slory “An Arrangement Of Shadows”:
TLC clocl; slruck once and il was eight
OwJik.
Tw pipcons, rymmelrical slices ol
bl.4
on the blue sky, swooped and
mu&d darn abruptly on the red roof
01 lhc clock tower. The hands of Ihe
clocl; - broadwordi of a brass long
mmi~hrd - were locked as always al
four se!“?“lcc”.

“All fine prose,” in the words of F.
Scott Fitzgerald. “is based on the verbs
carrying lhe sentences.” Tbesc lines of
Bissoondath’s are so alive that you race
through lhem, scarcely noticing their
technical virtuosily,
ye1 they have
coloured the whole story - the striking,
slicing. swooping, tarnishing, and locking is going on before your eyes.
Born in Trinidad in 1955. Bissoondath
came to Canada 12 years ago cs a university student. While his style bespeaks a
sound British colonial school education,
his slories reflect what one asswnes is a
personcl sense of uprootedness
and
betrayal at the economic decline and
social and ideological turmoil of postindependence Trinidad.
In “There Are a Lot of Ways to Die”
Joseph Heaven, c successful im&rant
with a rug installation
business in
Tomnto,
returns lo Port of Spain
expecting “a kind of fame. a continual
welcome, the pmdigal son having made
good, having acquired skills, returning
home to share the wealth.” Instead, he
tinds that the shantytown workers don’t
wcnl regular employment, that the new
politics have endowed c class of insuffcrable “owea”
burecucrats,
that old
friends have died or lapsed into despair,
that even the humid. rainy climate gives
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the lie to hi memories of an idyllic
island paradise.
“Might it not,” thinks Joseph, referring to lhe story’s central image, a
dilapidaled
mansion
symbolic
of
Trinidad ilself, “have been always a big,
open. empty house. with rooms destined
to no purpose, with a fwr@ that promised mystery but BR interior that took
away all hope.” Finally, he dccides lo
return to Canada, fearing lhat. in his
absence, hi memories of Toron~o’s
civility may have turned into lies as well.
Joseph Heaven is the quintessential
Bissoondath protagonist, with c foot in
two continents, two worlds, each shifting subtly away from him cs time passes,
cs memory becomes hallucination.
In
lesser souls, this alienation can cause
bitlerness, a theme that Bissoondath explorcs in several stories: “The Revolutionary” with its shambling, scarecrow
ideologue; “A Short Visir to a Failed
Artist,” a savage caricalun of a womanhati% (“Women are shit”) self-styled
artist (who photocopies his face) living
in c crowded, subsidized Toronto apartment: and “Dancing.” which ends in cn
explosion of anti-white, anti-Cansdian
racism.
Fearlessly, Biioondath moves off his
own turf. trying his themes on other
nationalities
Ja@nese,
Russian,
Anglo-Canadian - but with less suacss
than in his Trinidad stories. In “Continental Drift” a young Canadian hitchhiking in Europe meets two Spanish
migrant labourers in a hostel and feels
“life suddenly electrified.” Although
the author’s craftsmanship is evident, it
seems wasted hen on a trivial cliche
about %al”.experience
and the noble
working man. flhis tepid effort is
balanced by a couple of striking Central
American
atrocity stories “In The
Kingdom Of The Golden Dust” and
“Counting The Wind” which, though
thematically unrelated, cre among the
best in the book.)
Sometimes, too, a c&in stridency or
one-sidedness
invades Bissoondath’s
prevailing lone of bewildered fatalism.
This is especially evidenl when he lapses
into the old authorial lie of the uninvolvcd narrator. In “Christmas Lunch” the
“I” nerrafor watches cc immigrant man
basely torment an unwitting
white
woman from Newfoundland. The “I”
doesn’t protest, doesn’t attempt to intcrvcne; he flees as soon as politeness permits.
The strength of this fiction (and
others like it) trades on the narrator%
supposed detachment, hi objectivity.
Appalled by the cruelty, yet secuc in his
superior courtesy (smug, bourgeois) and
narrative neutrality, he makes a subtly
insidious pact with the reader that, yes.
man, these cre awful degenercte people,
.

not like us. Yet this easy verdict betrays
a moral ambiguity, c failure on the part
of the “I” lo engage his own demons.
Sileoce is complicity.
These reservations aside. however, the
publication of Digging Up Ihe MOWIIuins ushers in B ripe. new lalent. a
welcome addition to the CanLit 6migrC
pantheon. Bissoondsth combines deft
prose, major themes, exotic peoples and
locales lo create a work of surpcssing
emotional impact. 0
_

Between
the covers
By Tony Aspler
Hidden Agenda. by Anna Porter,
Irwin Publishing,
352 pages. $19.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7725 1513 1).
wx A Puu.tsHgR lo write a novel is
either an act of ultimate desperation or
one of supreme confidence. Either publishers feel thct they have ploughed
through enough manuscripls lo understand the genre-what
works and v/hat
doesn’t -: or they have an urge to write
a book even knowing they present a
larger target than the rest of us. (Magistrctcs are tougher on gamekeepersturned-poacher
than vice versa.) I
suspect that Hidden Agenda belongs to
the latter sub-genre.
Anna Porter, who hcs impeccable testimonials as a publisher (Key Porter,
Seal, McClelland &Stewart), has written
her fust crime novel, and wisely she’s
opted to stay on familiar turf. The background is the world of publishing, and
the opening gambit is pulled off very
well: George Harris, the owner of a
fhmnciatly-troubled Toronto publishing
house (remind you of anyone?) falls in
fmnt of B train at the Rosedale subway
stop. Did he jump or wcs he pushed?
And where is the briefcase he was carrying?
Now it is every writer’s fantasy to
push his or her publisher under a train,
but for Judith Hayes, a 3gyearold
divorde with two kids who ekes oul her
living as a magazine journalist, Harris’s _
death is as inopportune as it is sad.
Judith was in the middle of preparing a
profile on the man for Saturday Nighlr
and she is convinced he was murdered.
“Would a man about to kill hhnsdf
make a dental appointment?”
she
-on%
If this sounds terribly parochial. the
plot does fan out when a New York

publisher up for the funeral is murdered
on his return home, apparently by a
mugger. This draws Judith’s schoolgirl
buddy Marsha Hillier into the action
aad soon a third publisher is dispatched.
It would be a diistice to the reader
to say mow than that the reason for all
this literary mayhem is a dynamite
manuscript. The hunt Lo secure it inwives a host of interested parties on
both sides of the Atlantic with some
melodramatic meetings and mea watching from cars and barstools.
The main problem with the book is
the two c’ome” characters who solve the
crime between them. They are interesting enough, especially the wealthy
Marsha, but we learn too much about
them (Marsha’s fiit bra, for instance,
aad Judith’s inconsequential conversatioas with her children). This smacks
more of Margaret Drabble than Ruth
RendelI. though maybe thii is the
autbor’s intention. However. the personal histories of tbe two women dotted
through the action slow the narrative.
Judith begins the iav&ation
and
then Marsha takes it up. Tbia change of
gws midway through the plot tends
farther to dissipate the tension. though
the kidaappinp of Judith’s children and
its effect on her is well handled.
Al1 the violence - apart fmm the
dath in the opening scene and Marsha

ulce

flattening a gunman in her London hotel

room -isoff-stage. while thesexis fullfrontal. Judith falls for a cop and beds
htn while Marshah~~t falls. In this ware
violence is pkfera& What is miss&g is
a seme of menace, which doa not sw
face until the elobal imolications of the
manuscript be&me ap&eat. It’s not so
much a whodunit as a “wvhat-thehell’sgoing on?” Even now I’m not sure who
the real villain was.
Where Anna Porter is strongest is in
her behind-the&ems look at the publirhing world in Toronto, New York and
London. For tkis alone Hidden Age/&
should be required reading for all
writers. Pasciaating insider gossip,‘how
covers are chosen, how deals are made
and rights sold. Riveting sluff. And she
aptlysumsup the condition of pablishiag in Canada today. The words are
those of the Nnv York publisher: “Not
enough people, too many American
books. The Swcdcs have it easy. So do
we. One best-seller on the list in the
States, that’s 200,000 copies hardcover
and maybe a million in subsidiary rights
- paperback, bookclub, excerpts. And
movies . . . we option more books in a
month thaa the Caaadii movie iadustry would in its lifetime..”
Porter obviously has great faith in the
power of the written word to change the
way we think. I would like to believe she

is right. bat ours is the last generation to
put so much store by a testament be
tweet hard covers. 0
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13y Mark Abley
Arclic Ordeak The Journal of John
Richardson. Surgeon-Naturalist with
Franklin, lgZ&lgZZ, edited by C. Stuart
Houston, McGill-Queen’s University
Prw, illustrated. 349 pages $29.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7735 0418 4).
A Gentleman Adventurer: The Arctic
Diaries of Richard Bonaycastle, edited
by Heather Robertson. Lester & Otpeo
Dennys. ilbwated, 218 pages. W.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88619 074 6).

ASTHEDECADES
pas, the Arctic mpediLionsled by Sir John Franklin lore none
of their fascination. Much of the enduring interest in Franklin must be the
result of the terrible fate met by his third
expedition. trapped in the Arctic Ocean
in 1846; it’s as if the horror experienced
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by those me” has become archetypal for
Cttnadians. Their deaths bear witness to
the eternal powet of ice. space, and wind
on this weather-beaten continent, and to
the smellnffs of human endeavour. The
land can be mined and explored, flown
above and built upon, but it “ever
b&Tomes ours. Franklin’s bones are
somewhere in the notth, and the north is
in our bones.
On his first trip to the north in
EZO-21, Frtmklin came within a few
days of death by starvation in the barren
lands north of Great Slave Lake. This
expedition - undertake” with the aim
of mopping out the coastline of the Arctic Ocean - has been thoroughly
chronicled before. Franklin’s own
narrative, first printed in London in
1523,was republished by Httrtig IS years
ago, and the journals of midshipman
Robert Hood appeared From McGillQueen’s University Press in 1974 under
the title To rhe Arcdc by Canoe. The
editor of that volume, Stuart Houston,
now has compiled and annotated the
journals of a third officer. John
FXtardson. theSwttishmedlcaloffreer/
naturalist/geologist of the party.
Though Richardson’s account is Full
of fresh details, his diaries make Few
impottant change to our understanding
of the trip. The title that Houston has
given the journal, Arcdc Otrkd. cottjures up a host of B-movies. yet it is a
Fair phrase to sum up the experiences
that Richardson meticulously recorded.
He and Franklin were two of the nine
survirors: Hood was among the I I me”
who died.
Richardson’s diaries begl” tersely in
the summer of 1820, not long before
Hood’s journal leaves off. In strictly
literary terms, the midshipman’s
writbtgs tue a good deal more lively,
varied and speculative than the
surgeon’s; moreover, To lhe Arcdc by
Canoe contained fine repmdttctlons OF
Hood’s wa.tercolottr paintings OF the
north and its wildlife. Richardson was
not a” artist (nonetheless, AreliE Ordeal
is greatly enlivened by the evocative line
drawings by H. Albert Hochbaum), “or
was he a natural writer. Typically, his
sole comment on Christmas Day, 1820
was: “The male Rein-deer are now
shedding their horns.”
I” the best (?) tradition of British
reticence, Richardson refrained From
ve”tl”g his own emotions except under
great provocation: “The Fears of OUT
voyageurs have now entirely mastered
their prudence,” he noted with rare
vehemence bt August, 1821, “and they
are not restrained by the presence of
their officers from giving loose to a F%ee
and sufticle”tly rude expression of their
Fe~llttgs.” The voyagetus were tight to
be scared. They sensed that Franklin’s
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dogged quest to map the shoreli”e was
eddmgerlng the lives of the entire patty.
Already the expedition bad bee” EUT&
ed with bitter weather. The me” passed
the winter of 1920-21at Fort Enterorlse.
“otth of present-day Yellowknife, Ghek
the temperature was still minus-32 in the
middle bF April. Evmtttally they moved
by boat down the Coppermine River encountering ice eve” in mid-July - and
reached the. ocea” too late For both a
successFul
session of cartography and a
safe r&urnto Fort Enterprise before the
next onset of winter. 0” August 20 the
snow began again; tbe Food soon ran
out; and the “umber of travellers began
to decline.
Hardship produced in Ricbardso” a
calm, almost grudging eloquence.:
‘I. . . the men Found some’pieces OFthe
skll and a few bones of a deer that had
been devoqred by the wolvu in the
spring. They halted and lighted a fire,
and rendering the bones Friable by bttrning, devoured than with avidity. They
also eat several OFtheir old shoes.” But
soon the supply of shoes and carcasses
ran out. The survivors owed their lives
to the kindness and For&ode of the Copper I”dll.
The fatalities have aroused a certain
degree of controversy. It is clear that
Robert Hood, ldng
behind most of
the patty and unable to dllt the lichen
thal kept the other me” alive, was
murdered by a” Iroquois voyagettr by
the “ante of Michel. It scents likely that
Mlchd had already resorted to cannibalism, an act i” which other mentbers
of the expedition had joined. For these
reasons. John Richardson shot and
killed Michel. At least one of Franklin’s
original patty, W.-F. We”tzel, accused
Ri&ar&on of cold-blooded murder and
thought that he “richly merited to be
But Houston defends
punished.”
Richardson, alluding to his lifelong
reputation For compassion and r&sing
to blame him For a. necessary execution.
Buttressed by notes and cotnmentaties, ArcIic O&al becomes a sterling
tribute to Richardson by an editor who
is himself a dlstbtgulshed naluralist and
doctor. John Richardson’s manifold
eontrlbutions to botany and geology,
geography and zoology fomt the subject
of some lengthy appendices; he was not
a” important sclattific thinker, but he
was an astute, acute observer. With
justice. his name has became attached to
ipecli of milk-vetch and anemone,
gmund-sqttlrrel and Lichen.
To historians, Furthermore, his jottr“al may have a” added value. It shows
- or so Houston believes - that
“Franklin’s reputation depended more
in his own abilities.” Nonetheless, he was enough of a leader to
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retain Richardson’s devoted loyalty. At
the age of 60, the surgeon resumed to
Canada to spend a” arduous half-year
searching For his lost commander.
When Richardson and Franklin enxountered Inuit Families along the
Coppermine River, the natives were living in completely traditional ways.
When Richard Bonnycastle, a young
manager For the Httdwm’s Bay Company, visited Coppennine in 1930, he
found the I”ttlt gradually adaptl”g thanselves to a society ticb i” tobacco, tea,
and ammunition. Yet most of the Inuit’s
tradltlottal way of life rmtalned intact;
Bo”“ycastle praised “the extmordinary
efficiency OF their snow houses, mud
sleds and seal oil &imps.” His diaries,
edited by Heather Robettso” under the
title A GendernanAdvenlurer. provide a
portrait OF life in the Arctic at a time
when enormous and irreversible changes
were just beginning to take effect.
In 1929, the year in which uranium
was discovered “ear Great Bear Lake,
the airplane became a common sight in
the north. But, tentporarily, old and new
could aexist
in harmony. One of
Bonnycastle’s
most
revealing
photographs shows an Inuit summer
home on Baillie Island in the Arctic
Ocean: on its outer wall hangs a sack
that bears the clear legend. “amao SAN
ANTON~O.
NtcAtt&uA. Strange indeed
are the ways of international ttade.
The Frostration that overtakes a
reader of A 0enlkn1a11Advenlurer
ariseslargely From the chkracter OF its
author, a bluff, ebullient. hard-working
young ma” with little desire to brood
about the signilicance of whal he saw.
His strength as a Bay manager was his
weakness as a diarist: cheerful,
common-sensical normality. Likewise,
his photographs usually have a” air of
posed bonhomie; the intensity and
power of Robert Plaherty’s pictures of
the Inuit (taken only a Fewyears before)
are missing here.. Robertson exaggerates
in the preface
by talking
of
Bonnycastle’s “keen ear” and hi
“sharp eye For slgnilicant detail.” He
was not writing For posterity, md often
he omits precisely the kind of details lhat
a later reader might wish he had included.
Indeed. the best things about A
GendemanAdvenlurer tend to be the
work OFits editor and publisher, not OF
Bonnycastle himself. Cleverly compiled
and handsomely designed, the book
includes excerpts Fmm other works
about the north that complement and
enhance the diaries OF a man whose
adventures were physical, not mental.
The book will.be a useful source For a
volume that rentains unwritteh: a comprehensive. critical history of the activities of white traders in the Arctic. 0
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Three new collections by Ralph Gustafson
reveal a poet more at home with exterior images
than writing about his inner landscape

Al lhe Qceon’s Verge: gekeled
Pacms, by Ralph Gustafso”, Black
Sv:an Books. 155 pages, $20.00 (U.S.)
clorh (ISBN 0 933.50616 7).
Dirediver. of A&urn”, by Ralph
Gonafso”, McClelland & Smewar~,96
pwr. $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 3709

0).
Impromptus, by Ralph Gustafso”,
Oolicha” Books, 61 pages. $7.95 paper
11SBN0 SS9SZ066 X).
FSLPH OUST.AFSON is surely one of the
least provincial of Canadian poets, yet
he is also o”e of the most locally rooted.
His poetic stance has always bee” the
cormopolimn one of classic modernism.
I rould not call Gun&o” a” u”polirical poet, but his politics imofar as
his poetry expresses them are those of
broad humanity, of indignation amused
by injusrice, cruelty, and offences
&inn nature wherever they happen,
rather than the “arrow politics that in

“arionalism. Yet there are deep Can&
dll” soorce~ to his creativity, and it is
significant fhot his return to Canada in
1960. and his resettling in the Eastern
Townhips region of his childhood and
youth, should have started off his
second and major period of writing
p*etr.
Gusrafson had published four books
of verse in rhe 1930sand the early 1940s.
bur there vas a gap of 16 years bewee”
Ihe last of these and the appearance in
1950 of tv:o volumes, Rivers Among
Rocks and Roc~Mnmtain Poems, Lhal
initiated ihe new Gustafso” era. Since
then “CN volumes have been appearing
regularly and with ““diminished vitality,
building a body of work so impressive
that now, rith the appearaxe of three
books in the poet’s 75th year, one cannot fail 10 recognize how solidly in rhe
ccnwe of Canadian poetry he stands, for
his ol?” work eve” more than for Ihe a”thologies, like 77te Penguin Book of
Canadian Verge, thaf originally made
him r nane in our literary world.
Dirmiws
of Aurumn is a volume entirely of “w: poems. Impromptus is a
group of new and old poems united by
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their susceptlbillry to musical analogies.
the Ocean’s Vega is an extensive
selection from the whole of Gust&on’s
poetic career, and on the whole a good
sampling, showing rhe poet at his varied
best. The arrangement, it is true, will be
a little bewildering to anyone who comes
new to his work, since it is ordered in
thematically oriented sections rather
than chronologically, and only a few of
the early poems are dated. Yet his possible that Gustafson wants his poetry to be
see” as a timeless wntinuun~, and in fact
there is a rare consistency to it, especially
during the period since 1960 to which
most of it belongs.
As his friend Leo” Edel once suggested, Gustafso” is nmre comfortable
dealing with the external world than explating his inner landscape. A sharp,
ironic intellect, a” intense and always
warchful eye, serve everything he writes,
but they are directed mostly to the world
outside. “Je suiv un hommc pour qui Ie
monde exldrieur e&b?.” said the French
poet TheophiL Gautier, and Gustsfso”
might well echo him. Indeed, one of the
mOst immediately attractive aspects of
his poetry is the way he can evoke a
scene by vivid, exact touches, putting
imagism to splendid use in poems whose

AI

implications, getting involved with
memory, are broader than imagism. “Of
Green Steps and Laundry” is a good
example:
The men will put (I Imge-heedednoi/,
Shiny es silver, into the greenstep,

1...7.-1~.1

Stm@hte&g winlert biesend spring
Thaw end hir hemmer will kmxk ir
emoked,
The bird cwne unobtrusively to the
boughebove,
And ir will haw to be done eeein.
end
_
that
Will be important: and she will hong
Blue end white shbls and (I petched
quill
On the laundry line Ihat mnr/mm the
kitchen
Step to the yerd relephonepole end
sheefi
That smell of winnrt cold. and the
pulrev
Eech rime the line is Immdmi will
squ-k,
And thaf will be important;end nekker
She nor the men poundleg the deer eb
Firing the greenstep wbh onothernail
Wlllbe eweretithe bnperte/xe. rwemy
Yeen leter rhoughro/by him
Who dmve &Is end sew laundry,
Wbo thought /Me of cerdieak end
dothespiin

If Gustafso” is not greatly give” to
introspection and rarely gets entangled
in the oblique expresslo” of tortuous
feelings, he is not give” either to experlmentation for its own sake. Indeed. in
the quiet sanity of his prefaceto Al the
Ocean’s Verge he tends Lo equate the
two, attacking the solipsism of the poet
who “cots up useful words into jots and
syllables, scaMers empty spaces around
. . . praises silence . . . draws pictures
with hi typewriter.”
As the alternative to such varieties of
solipsism he offers “irony and clarity,”
and when he is not boldly celebrating the
visible world he tends to “se Lheironist’s
devices of I)arody and pastiche, rather
like the Canadian contEmporaries who
were probably nearest to him: his fellow
Quebec English, A.J.M. Smith, F.R.
Scott and John Glassca But urinesary innovation is so lhtle a part of his
approach that in the whole of Al the
Ocean’s Vega there is not a single line
that does not start with a capital leuer.
It in&zests me.. however, that the
newest volume, Directives of Autumn,
does contain a “umber of poems in
which capitals are dispensed with except
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where sentences begin. Casting about
for a reason (and the poet giving “one),
it struck me that the pieces where this
oc~wrrcd principally in a section
called “Brief Sequences” -were in fact
not poems developed as narrative or as
statement, but poems as simple imagist
notadons,
such as “The Blade of
Grass”:
srr~igllr up
norbiw nmr it
rbc one blade 4/grcs

greenin rbesun
lucenr
grnn in the sun/Inhr
which it sought
om blade nwlw lnclrcrsrmighrup

In other words, a departure from orthodoxy justified by reason as much as by
instinct.
And reason plays a leading role in
GurtaFson’s
poems;
indeed,
their
strength comes from their peculiar
minding of immediate sense response
with rational structure and a canny
mind. Here, one is soon aware, is a ma”
of vast and varied learning, whose grasp
of cultural history enables him to pick
bright vignettes from all continents and
centuries, yet who can also engage us
closely. $thout erudite aUusions, in the
here and now of a winter’s day at North
Hutky cu a mountain walk in the
Rockies, and can do so by recording
whh such recollective magic the data
trapped by the senses. In “A Fall of
S”CW”

Cmws

intc&rion

1
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readers must be Gustafson’s sueeus in
crossing another boundary of the arts
and asserting himself as a poet-colourist,
handling the chromatic clues as vividly
as any imagist or Chinese poet. “The
Bucket had not neatly been meant for
Flowers,” in Dire&w
crf Aulumn,
seems to me an excellent example of how
the drama of being. locked in ordinary
things, csn be liberated by the poet with
a strongly visualiiing imsginaticm:
Bloo&ed mtak lell.

The lowes, iron hoop
Around the wooden bucket
Was broken.

The renewal of petals /aills
So rich ~wzs
Tbe$orce Nmr the door window
Where you looked out
From sndmxs,
The bucket of wealbered wood.
The hoop nuted, the pcmls
Blood-red.

Gustafson is a true poet, clear in
@“d’s ear and eye, and one of the best
we have had up to now in Canada. 0

boughs,
ground,

Air, exiskw-e ir blue snow.
Tlrr$?lli~ cm&es - only thepatch of
0 boulder,
77:~ rmder-ridge qf a buried boulder
Sluws in the Iundrcape.

In his preface to AI the Ocean’s Verge
and in the very existence of a volume
called Imprompfus, Gustafson shows a
considerable concern with his role as
poet-musician. “A poem is superior to
the extent that the verbal music is heard
in the meaning; otherwise, it is prose.”
Granted - and perhaps the sureness of
Gustafson’s music is to be heard in the
fact that one notices it by absence only,
when it flags in such unfortunate tines
as: “puberal, still with bended bow did
shootiH:eroic
arrows tipped at the
fabulous sky. . . .‘I
But clearer than the unobtrusive adequacy of the music to .most perceptive

By AlberfoManguel
Our Lady of the Snows. by Morley
Callaghan,
Macmillan,
224 pages,
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9837 8).

IT BEOtNsLtKE a film, from the large to
the small, zooming down from the first
Christmas snowfall on Toronto’s lakeshore to the towers on Front Street, and
on to “an old dilapidated neighbow
hood” where we see, dusted in snow,
Bradley House, a four-stomy hotel with
its rear-entrance bar. Now the characters
appear, criss-erosshtg the scene, the
writer’s camera panning from the doorma” holding open a taxi door, to the bag

-..-
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lady looking for a place to spend the
night. The” the earnera enters the bar. a
mirror of the world, a meeting-place of
judges and whores, would-be writers
and would-be me” of adventure. The
main characters am focused: Gil. the
intellectual bartender;
Dubuque,
the
sentimental
gangster-turned
businessman; Ilona, the whore, Our Lady of the
S”O\VS.
Quickly it becomes clear that the story
is that of Dubuaue’s involvement with
Ilona: a ma” with a deep knowledge of
the streets dazzled by a woman on whom
he cannot fix a label. Dubuque is a Tow
louse Lautrec fwre: club-footed, vl-

sionary (he sometimes has second sight),
a pimp who reads the dictionary for
pleasure, and who in a smfimcntd fit
sends 8200 to a destitute family in the
“eighbourhood. Ikma is a mystery: too
graceful, too understanding to tit the
common rough image of a whore - a
kind of Flore.nce Nightingale hooker.
Dubuque keeps repeating to himselE “I
don’t understand
the woman. Why
couldn’t she see that she could be a
fabulous whore, a natural with astrange
gift for creating the great illusion that
makes a man feel that “o matter what he
has done. if she touched him he would
feel excused and comforted, and interesting, too.” Dubuque is a wishful
thinker in search of a pampering
mother.
Ilona. Dubuque, and Gil am only
samples of the host of lower Toronto
characters that Morley Caltaghan brings
intO his novel. In fact it is startling to
realize that the book spaus barely mom
than MO pages. The characters, like
crowds at rush hour, se~ll too numerous
to remember, their lives too in&ate,
their histories flung too far back into the
past. The wealth of detail is distracting.
Though in parts it adds reality to the
“owl’s world, it ultimately become
irrelevant to the story itself. The many
lives brought onto the page give the
impression of belonging to several plots
m”ni”g thei separate courses at the
same time. Each seems to belong to a
different story; together they compete
loudly for the reader’s attention.
Several
of these
underworld
characters have literary inclinations and
am familiar with the great literatures of
the world. The bartender reads the Russia” novelists, Itona and Dubuque are
fairly familiar
with Shakespeare’s
Tempest. Emile Zola defended
the

-
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cultural side of his hoodlums by explaining that, especially in the underworld,
cenain intellectual expressions add lo a
man*s prestige, and that his whores
always lifted their little fingers when
drinking out of a glass. In Call&an’s
novel. howe\w. these traits reflect less a
concern for reality than a belief in the
romantic spirit of the streets, in men and
women who redcan each other from the
safeguard of their traditional mles in
society.
llona
and Dubuque
are
roughed-up versions of the Sleeping
Beauty and her rescuing Prince. Our
Lady oftheSnowis
anurban fairytale.
This romantlc view of the world
allows for certain scenes of trite sentimentality. At one point Ilona. pursued
by an Irish wolfhound, falls to her knees
by the closed den
gate while the
beat, much like Andmclcs’a lion, turns
fmm savage to meek. wags hi tall “and
with an awkward. almosr apologetic
shake of his big body” comes “brushing
against her. Licking at her face.” The
scene ends with llona entering a church
and lighting a candle, convinced that her
life is not wrong “because she was as she
v:as, because of what she could do for a
man, because of D hidden wonder in
her.” The romantic heroine becomes a
first-aid kit.
The blurb on the cover advises that

___
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the title comes from Kipling’s celebrated
1897 poem on Canada that so infuriated
Canadians
and adds: “Yet Kipling
would not be pleased by this strikingly
it is harudous to gu&what w&l $ease a writer
who died in 1936, it seems comatowrmlse that Kipling would not have approved of Our Lady oflhe Snows. Not
because of its “strikingly
mntemporary” features (few writers wcrc more
“strikingly contemporary” than Kipling)
but because its structure lacks the tightness, the meticulous llnkii of parts that
Kipling demanded of fiction.
The rambling narration, the impossibly romantic protagonists,
became,
however, at times coherent and appeallng, and remind the reader of the crisp
style that Callsghan began IO explore in
his very early Sfrmzge Fuglfive (1928).
Scenes such as the meeting between
Dubuque
and Ilona’s parents (the
gentle,
wary father;
the faded,
aristocratic mother) show how wlscly
Callaghan can portray complex human
relationships,
making no judgemeats
and allowing his characters to seek their
own redemption.
Unfortunately,
Our
Lady qf :he Snows has few passages of
this excellence. and the novel’s initial
objective film-like quality wanes and
quickly disappears. 0
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Beyond
By Richard Sherbanluh
MoreSaskatchewan
Gold. edited by
Geoffrey Ursdl, Cotea” Books, 428
pages. s4.95 paper QSBN 0 919926 38
w.
Ken Mitchell Country,
edited by
Robert Currlc, Cotw”
Books, 429
pages. $4.95 papa (ISBN 0 919926 34 7).
tT 1s witwxwmg
in some circles to disdain the “prairie anecdotal” tradilion of
Canadian writing, and often with good
reason. At its worst, prairie writing’s
focus on dirt farmers, the Depression,
inunigrants,
curling, outdoor prlvies,
small-town pool halls, and beet padours
has a cracker-barrel flatulence that is
eerily awful. But at its best, this kind of
writing has a gritty, hard-edged if narrow integrity, much like small-town
prairie inhabitants themselves, and it can
be very good indeed.
One of the most prolific publishers of
prairie literature in recent years has been

.._ _- ~.
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Meow Jav:‘s Thunder Creek Publishing
Cooperative. A” oddity in the world of
Canadian publishing (Saskatchewan has
special legislation encouragl~ the formation of co-ops), Thunder Creek has
produced a line of paperbacks (Coteao
Boakrl featwink the prose. poetry,
plays, and songs of Saskatchewan
wirers. The idea of mass-ma&ring
books inside the protince in small-town
grocery stores and drag mans is a”
unusual one, with the laudable goal of
helping writers reach readers through
wide distribution. Each branch of
Thunder Creek’s operation is named
after “mural prairie fuarures - Thunder
Creek winds through Moose Jaw;
Camgana (their record label) is a common hedge; a coteaa is a hilly bump or
tie side of a ravine; Wood Mountain
lnea poetry) is, well, a hill with trees. As
thii self-conscious imitation of prairie
geographical characteristics indicates,
Thunder Creek’s writers focus on the exterior and interior landscapes.
Tro recent Coreau Books contain
some of the best and the worst of prairie
wiring. dfore Savkatchemwn Gold is a
succerror fo 1982’s Sakafchelwn

Gold

and contains 31 stories, 11 by authors
“ever before published. h’en Mifchell
Corrrrtrp is a selection of works by actor,
playv:right. poet, screenwriter. and
short-story writer Ken Mitchell.
Tbe stories in More Savkatchewrn
Gold are wildly uneven in quality.
“Dan’s Car;’ by A.O. Smith, is about a
young homesteader who acquires from
bootleggers a fancy wooden-wheeled
sedan. complete with bullet holes. Dan
has ran the car into Saskatchewan at
night - it has no licenn, and no duty
has been paid. When Dan tries to take
his new bride into the city he’s nabbed
by Ihe provincial police and gels into
trouble. This story is the “prairie aneedotal” tradition at its most tedious. The
story is nothing more than a” anecdote
fleshed oat with arcana about farm life
in Ihe 1920s(cream separators, sunoner
hairculs) as a substitute for plot and
characterization. It is fidl of “sure a.5
gulls, ” “young whippersnappers,” “by
jingo.” and the like.
n more ambitious story is Lee
Govzm’s “Sunbirds,” about a farm
family rith a retarded so” named Jesus.
A cow has cancer of the face, the local
slut has disappeared, and Jesus wanders
into the kitchen covered with blood. But
Gowan has a problem: try treating a
nicely Gothic theme while remaining
true Io Ihe blunt way farm people talk
zmd you end up with passages like this:
V.‘hc”they found her they came and
told us and Vem just sat there a lo”g
time slarlngat the ticklw wallsaying.
“It c’as Ihe sun. II was the sun,” over
and ov.x like a fxkily mentalcase.I’m

.
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in a family of fucking sickos.I shoukl
ask him if il was the fucking run that
knocked her up loo. The tucking
basmrd.The goddamnfucking bartdl

By contrast, the collection also contains
such stories as Ven Beganmdre’s
“Mosaic.” Told in the fom of a series
of tranacrlbed interviews, it is the story
of Ramesh, a proud recent bmnigra”t
who undergoes a series of barely cornprehended humiliations that culminate
in a beating by a pimp. The dialogue. is
convincing, the characterizations ax
good, a real sense of tragedy is quietly
communicated. and a” interesting insigh1 is obtincd into that much mouthed but little-mnsidered phrase, the
Canadian mosaic. Other excellent
stories, like Pat Krause’s “Best Kept
Secrets.” show that good stories about
prairie life don’t necessarily have to .be
about mucking out the barn.
Ken Mitchell Country contains bits
and pieces of plays, scree”pblys, stories.
and poenu by the prolific Mitchell.
There isn’t much to say about Mitchell’s
work that hasn’t been said before - he
writes well. wilh light narrative skills
and a wonderful sense of timing. “The
Meadowlark Connection” alone is
worth the price of the book. A lunatic
combination of Ndson Eddy Mountie
movie and Ludlum-like thriller, it ls fastpaced and hilarious. The contrast between Mitchell’s work and many of the
stories in More Saskatchewan Gold is
instructive: a panicalar tradition or
regional focus in writing is not inhere”Uy valuable and dou not “ecessarily
make for stories that are good or eva
teller is what coa”is.~ Perhaps Coteao
should approach the prairie genre with
less veneration and more dlscrhnlnatio”.
I am obliged to mention that both of
these books, attractive though they are,
startedtofallawrtatsecondreadi”g
end ere now a coilection of loose IeaveS.
cawt

m*tor.

q

By Paul Smtewe
A Boll of White Cloth, by Leon
Rooke, Stoddart, 176 pages, $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 7737 SO118).
tional friends for Leon Rooke, whose
one gf the less-publicized e&s of the
last decade. Consummare craft and saw

c._
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ty of touch are so subtly conveyed that
they can seem anlessly simple, although
this impression is quickly dispelled by an
examination of the means by which
Rooke achieves such surprising effects.
The title story is a good example of
Rook& ability to make something new
out of a familiar ficlional situadon. The
purveyor of the while cloth is a
mysterious stranger who gives away his
wondrous wares to those capable of
love. When he calls upon a happily
married rural couple the results resonate
with overtones of both the mythical and
the mundane.
The point of view is that of the husband, whose bemused admiration of his

wife’s spunk in answering rhe stranger’s
questions tends to limit his awareness of
just how strange the latter is. The husband is a type often encountered in
Rooke’s fiction. a decent, quintessentially avemga. just-folks sort of person
who sees much more than he understands. His narration acts as a filter for
ow expectations concerning mysterious
strangers and their equivocal gifts.
Thii narrative ambiguity isn’t used to
mystify or befiiddle us, but rather in a
manner that might best be described as
playful: the effect is that of a basic myth
or folk-tale recounted from the aandpoint of a participant who sees part of it,
senses that there is more there than
ineets Lbeeye. but fails to grasp the full
signillcann of the situation. In Rook&
hands this becomes the basis for an
amusing, Loaching and quite unpredictable story that swxeds on its own
resolutely original terms.
One of the many delights one can
expect to find in all of Rooke’s short
stories is a surprising variety of literary
genres. The Jecond story hen. “The
Only Daughter,” is a moody piece of
Southern Gothic &la Connac McCarthy
or Madison Jones, and its chilling evocation of barren emotional and natural
landscapes is the polar opposite of its
i&g

woman

had a harsh life

inflict it upon her long-abseit iathather.
It
ends at exaclly the right and pivotal
point in this transition: to take it any
further would requirranothernory, and

,_____.I.~..r..------

vx’ve already been given all the information vie need to compose our own version of v:hat happens next.
The liehter side of Rook& talents is
on dirpliy in “The Women’s Guide to
HomeCompanionship,” where narrator
Violet Witherspoon displays a more
than passing familiarity with the likes of
Ring Lardner and Damon Runyan:

I *hall nos de&be

Mrs. Vce Bcavcrdccl; 10 the degre I am able. so lhal
lhcre rball be no mistaking her Tar
another perwon or persons and in order
10 o&t rhe sulhuriticr. Vce is fony-six
>earr old. IWO full years and three full
mamhr older rhan I am. though I think
I La” glmramsv she has never XIcd
lunny about il. She is close 10 my own
Ieight and wilh a disposition similar 10
mine and on Ihe issue of slenderness we

lwh came in nith identicalhigh marks.
thoughthis was not akayr the ease.
The story’s deft skewering of various
male idiocies makes it a kind of contemporary update of Lardner’s “You Know
Me Al,” cith the male characters now
the victims rather than merely the
uncomprehending
witnesses of the
chims of the opposite sex. It’s an
estremely accomplished and deeply
humorous piece of writing, which
demanstmtes that Rook& capabilities
as a oarodist are on a par with his other
liter&y skills.
Two alter stories that struck me as
particularly successful were “Dirty
Heels of the Fine Young Children,” an
alternately sadistic and surreal account
of n father’s attempts to manage his
young children, and “Salaam Frigid
With Time’s
Legacy While
Mrs.
Willoughby Bllht-Davies Sits Naked
Through the Night on a Tree Stump
Avtdtbtg the Lizard That Will Make
Her Loins Go Boom-Boom.” With a
moniker like that, BS Violet Witherspoon might observe, any tale of your
garden variety would be what you could
cdl anticlimsctic, but Rooke’s painstaking exposition of a bus passenger’s
domination by a garrulous seatmate
fully liver up to the promise of its title.
Both stories exhibit an enviable ability to
make engmssbtgly complex and often
profoundly comic fiction out of what
begin ALE
conventional slices from everyday life.
Rooke is capable of an occasional
mirc~lcul”tion. as in an excessively coy
version of the fairy-godmother fantasy
in “Dream Lady” or the much too
abrupt reversal of moods in “Why the
Heathens Are No More.” But in just
about every other respect this collection
is state-of-the-art story-telling. If for any
wason you’ve been holding back from
csperiencing the world of Leon Rooke,
this is as good a place 85 any to begin
getting acquainted with a master craftstnan of Canadian literature. 0

By He/en,Pofter
The Boughwolfe” and Olher Slories,
by Al Pittmatt. Breakwater, Books, 114
pages, 516.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919519 66
“3~
7.
This Guest of Summer. by Jeff
Doran. Pulp Press, 114 pages; 56.95
paper (ISBN 0 88978 151 6).
Out on the Plain. bv Fmnkie Finn.
Ragweed Press. 154.p&es, $8.95 pap&
(ISBN 0 920304 37 0).
‘*IT WAS MUOH bdng a Catholic on
Buckingham Road,” says Newfoundland poet and playwight Al Pittman in
the title story of his first collection.
“Almost everyone dse who lived there
was Pmtestant. They never had to say
the rosary after supper and they could
commit all the sins they wanted to with““t ever a thought of purgatory or hell.”
The main preoccupations of the book
are summed up in that short paragraph.
It deals almost exclusively with the
Roman Catholic religion and adolescent
sex. with a smattering of baseball and
tteighbourhood idiosyncrasies thrown in
for good tneasure.
BoughwOlfen was what Pittman and
his friends on the west coast of New
foundland called a bough house. When
his young protagonist takes Mtugo (“the
finest shortstop on the West Side . . .
everything you’d burn in hell for if you
were bad enough to”) into the woods to
show her his secret boughwolfen, he
barely escapes the temptation of her
lightly offered body. “I got to go home
for the rosary” ls his excuse.
Many of the other stories, all told with
the mixture of humour and rue that runs
through Pittman’s poetry, are in the
sane vein. One that varies unexpectedly
from the femaleas-temptress theme is
“Summer Trade,” in which Jemme and
Marjorie come across as truly believable
human beings. “Evelyn,” with its vivid
depiction of the cruelty often exhibited
by boys in groups, and “Mr. Blake,”
which be8ins: “Everyone on the road
has someone in the San dying of TB”
and more effective than most of the
others, some of which tend to be
repetitious.
Although Pittman’s style is consistent
and his prose, like his poetry, readable
and memorable, a few of the stories read
like drawn-out anecdotes. He has the
talent to give his work more depth and
substance.
A house of another sort occupies a
prominent place in Jeff Doran’s first

novel Thk Guesr of Summer. Jack Milford, 28, who wan(s to be a millionaire.
buys a ramshackle old farmhouse bt a
quietly sinister part of rural Nova
Scotia. He and his wife Th&&se. a
dancer. travel from Montreal to look the
place over. Each time the reader feels on
top of the situation the story takes a
weird or macabre turn, reminiscent of
those in Ira Levin’s comic-horror play

Deathtrap.
Eccentric characters abound, fmm
Mr. Forrest, the former owner of the
house, through Max Mayfair, the local
very English doctor with his grwsome
tales of local goingsan, to Pastor
Loomer and his Sidonites whose water
baptism service is interrupted by the
sight of a very naked Jack. Against this
backdrop Jack and Tres are often life
less f~ures. in spite of their athletic and
innovative sexual encounters. Near the
end, though, we see them as flesh-andblood people with human feelings.
Grand winner of Pulp Press’s sixth
international threeday novel-writing
contest, Thts Guest ofSummerb for the
most part wvelbcmfted and readable. At
times the reader’s credibility is stretched
to” far, even for a work of this type.
Dotan’s saving grace is Ids skill with telling detail: “The wall was shingled with a
tin Seven-up sign and an Orange Crush
bottle and an ice cream cone as big as a
cheerleader’s
megaphone.”
And,
explaining a kitchen chair with the less
sawed offz “Mr. Forrest’s mother had
been dmPsical in ha last years . . . .
The only way she had been able to sit
was with her legs straight. so she ate sitting on the Root. . . like a dog, until she
died.” I found this boqk whetted my sp_
petite for more by Jeff Dora.
Frattkie Finn’s ambitious first novel
Our on the Plain has as its centre the
houseboat on the Thames when Finn
lived for a year when solitude was very
important to her. The author is part of
the action, along with her characters
Rebecca, an artist; Jane, a.ntental patient; Elsie, a cleaning woman; and
Helen, a university student. There’s also
the pitifully mysterious Ruby, who turns
out to be-but
no, I shouldn’t tell y”“.
A lbpage introduction is to” long for
a work of this length, and I would have
preferred to plunge into the action
sooner. The novel is an example of newwave feminist writing, where women
find solace and support in each other’s
company. They have no place in their
lives for the forever-interfering male.
Although I have a great deal of sympathy
for this attitude,
there’s
something about it that irritates me. I
feel somewhat the same as I do when I
read about IndIIns with no faults or
poor people whose lives are always
above repmach. Still, a novel like this is

._.~l _.._ ____._.__._.._ .._--_-

reaction
to centuries of male
dominnion of the literary, artistic. and
almost all other fields.
Finn, an Englishwoman who lived in
Canada for some years during which
lime she wrote and appeared I” a
number of pl”ys, has a sure pen and a
deep commitment to what she’s wiling
about. Her colour imagery is @sp@cialIy
effective. Although at limes her wiling
is marred by the cause that shows
through a bit to” plainly, she has dared
to be different. Oul on fhe Plain is not
an easy book lo read, but its characters
cmmcils;oice will slay with me for a long
a naturd

The Ltllle lUa&wln@ in Canada
192S-?X Its Role in the Devdopment of
Modernism ““d Post-Modernism
in
Canadian Poetry, by Ken Nonis, BCW
Press. 203 pages, $16.00 paper (ISBN 0
920502 53 2).
TH,S BOOK SHOULD more honesUy be
titled Some Lit& PoeIry Magazines
192549ZO. For as the subtitle @mph@sizes, no one will read this Ph.D. thesis
for information
on how our inlcrnationally acclaimed ficUon wIlcrs were
discovered and/or nurtured by what
Little magazines. Similarly, Zvmaruck
Review and The Fiddlehead are dismissed vrith a sentence each as Norris
does not consider them 1” have been
radical enough in their poetics or
cdilorial stances.
What Norris does @Imp1 lo do is la
define modemian and post-modernism
in the Engtish-speaking wc.rId of I@ll@rs.
and then to trace mm@ elements of his
broad definitions (like intent and tcch“Ique) as they d@veIc.pin s”m@Canadian
little magazines. In his bibliography, he
lists 65 .poclry
newsletters
and
magazines, and his secondary s”ur@@s
and background reading List @I@very
useful for the researcher and student.
But why did his publisher not b&t on
an index? Without such a@@@ss.
the usefulness of such a cataloguing of who and
v:hat vxa published in wvhI@hissue Is
chiefly lost.
About IO per cent of this book is
made up of a telephonebook-Iike
Listing
of names
appearing
in certain
mqazincp. and 40 per cent is mmprIsed
of Iarge quotations
from scmndmy
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sources. These are oft@” connected by’
VBBU@,tlippant. hackneyed, or plain
funny-doui&?nIend~
&arks by -Norris. Some examples arc: “The time and
the co”“uy wcrc ripe for poetry”;
“Davey provides a Udy breakdown of
the contents”: ‘I. . . and continued the
mythy articles”; I’. . . McGill Univcrshy. which has always been a valuable
breed& ground for young wrhcrs.“;
and “The polemics ran hot and heavy in
the east-west debate.”
This eombhmtio” of dull lists with

the only woman, the only Canadian, and
probably the only committed Christian
at that famous UBC writing workshop.
summer of 1963, was Margaret Avis”“.
The quality of her poetry and her own
integrity were mar@ influential than the
headline antics of AIlen Ginsberg,
chanting and strutting about in Indian
robes. Throughout this book, Norris
seems more comfortable in describing
feuds betwen editors of m@gazIn@swith
opposing sensibilities, than he is in
diseasing actual poems.

diflicull reading f& anyone l&g
lo
iollow Norris’s argument that certain
magazines run by poet-editors, especkdly in Montreal, slmngly influenced. the
development of modernism and postmodernism i” Canadian poetry. The
question is raised: do magazbus devdop
writers’ philosophies, or do writers wrIl@
BP they must and maker later?
Norris defines
“modernism”
by
quoting from several S”“wcs as the
i&m
to reject the “old” and explore
the “new” in content and technique.
This type of literary upheawl seems lo
occ~ every 50 lo 100 years in English
Ihemture, (and most probably in alI
Iiteratmxs). cared
on a major writer
like Shakespeare “I Wordswvorth. Are
“or such dclinItions and patterns something imposed by acadcndcs aflenvard
lc~simplify the complexity of writers and
their individual aeativilies? Do WV@
need
Iists of Walt Whirman begat W.C.
Williams begat Charles 0Isc.n begat
,Frank Davey? Why then Is Irving
Layton (and not Lo& Dudek, Lo whom
this book is dedicated) nominated by
three aounlries - South Korea, Italy,
and Canada - for a Nobel Prize? Why
then does Earl@ Bimcy fill auditoriums
with loving fans, although he has a mere
mention in this book?
approach lo the clean line, each poet’s

breath inc. with an emphasis on the
c~naete world as experienced and not in
playing intellectual gam@.vwith myths
and archetypes. Yet he fails to mention
that Miriam Waddington has willcn
s”m@ of the finest poems of lhIs type in
Canada.
In writing of the Black Mountain’
writers - alI men -who influenced the
m
group, Norris fails lo record that

NOIT& defines the little magazine as
one that has only a few hundred subscribers, and that attacks m”v@“lIo”aI
poetic practice while printing ““mthodox aIlcrnalIvcs.
Still, when Nonis
writes of alternative poetry mw7.iw.s of
the Iatc 1970s. he fails to note any of the
women’s journals, not cvc” Bmnehing
Out. Surely, litU@ women’s magazines
eiaed
post-modernist poetry in
Such ov@aigJ~ts am frequent. When
repeals the railI
of A.J.M.
Smith and F.R. Scott against the Canadian Authors’ Association; he also fails.
lo a@& mm@ tine poems publithed in
its Canadian Poetty Magazine, whose
first editor,’ E.J. Pratt,
published
Dorothy LIvesay’s long socIalisl, innovative poem, “Day and Night” in
March, 1936 - a c”“rageo”s act for
Pratt. Thus Norris sccnx lo repeat the
black-and-while cv@Iualive argumcnls of
prwious
writers on Canadii
little
ma-es
without seeking first-hand
widmce.
Norris’s credibility is also underat by
many contradictory statements. He says,
“‘After 500 years of print poetry, Olson
is attempting lo align modern poetry
with the oral tradItIon.” Really7 Later
he says that “The use of sound as sound
has been a part of poetry for as long as
p”@try has existe’d.” He lakes a solemn
approach to alI his quoted malcrial,
seemingly unaware that 20th~century
poets often write with ironic send-ups of
both the form and @onlent of earlier
poems. A Jay Macpherson poan he
quotes pejoratively is only one e.wdnpIe
of his obtuseness.
In explaining why IIlUe magazhw ga
slmtcd, AI Purdy is honmt about the
publI@aUon of Momenl with Milton
Acornin 1959. “The rcaso~lsforMomen
were both egotistic and aIlruislic.”
Beyond getour little magadnes lo a”
inner &@I.?of readas, au we poet-cdilors
harbour a strong desire to be read by a
bII
audieoce. Norris’s book about
ourselves raises more questions than it
ans~v@rs.AI1 history wiling is mrisimdsl.
Canada sUII needs a dclinitive, annotated
history of its laI@nl-laden. wicd I&I@
magazines. 0
Norris
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Art tit the Service of 1Yar: Canada,
Arl. and the Great Wmr, by Marla Tip
pert, University of Toronto Press, id
lustrated, 136 pages, $24.95 cloth (ISBN
0 :cQLl 2x1 2).

IPI ,916.t.c!RDBE~“ERBRODK-

brutal human dimension. But the reader
begs for more-nowhere,
for instance,
does the author draw upon studies like
Paul FusselI’s brilliant Great FyCrrund
Modem Memory. It does not help that
photo reproductions are all in black and
white. Still. Tippett’s prime emphasis is
-on Beaverbrook’s brainchild as an insti-

the young

ambitious plutocrat fmm New Brimsvzicl:then scrambling his way to the top
in London - set up the Canadian War
hl~‘morial~Fund. Its mandate was to
commission an art record of the young
nation’s war effort. Soon, dozens of
British and Canadian artists sketched
and painted the landscapes of battle BS
they stood and slipped in French mud.
Exhibited at war’s end in Britain, and
then toured in the United States and
Canada, the work of the CWMF was
hailed as the largest and most impressive
collection to come out of the Great War.
Hopes for a permanent home faded
quickly, and the collection was relegated
to the basements of the National Gallery
and later the Canadian War Museum.
Tippett, author of the award-winning
biography of Emily Carr, traces the
history and legacy of the CWMF with
authority and detail. It is above all the
story of how Beaverbrook - philistine
turned an patron - bullied and cajoled
Ottawa. But Tippett’s perspective is at
once larger and more subtle. Here. as in
so many other areas of Canadian life,
the Great War vw a jolt and a catalyst:
the CWMF, its huge budge dwarfed that
of the National Gallery, shook up
Canada’s timid, priggish art establishment and laid the groundwork for a
mature and nationalist cultural community.
Tippetr’s essay is unexpectedly less
ima$nativc and energetic when she
turns to the art itself. To be sure, her
treatment is solid and skilful: she shows
her artists like Jackson and Llsmer
lcxned and matured in the studio of
v:x. And, in a broader sense. prewar
dogmas were revised: “traditionalists”
srw that No Man’s Land was not a
romanticist Elysia; modernists like
Wyndham Lewis discovered a new and

Edmund Morrix Frontier Artist, by
Jean S. McGill, Dundurn Press. 208
pages, $19.95 cloth [ISBN 0 91967079 2)
and 59.95 paper (ISBN 0 919670 78 4).
By Sandy

___...-__-._.~__

sentiments of critics and viewers mily
interested in the aesthetic and historical
value of disappearing ‘%pecimms.”
This view. inmcusable in 1985, is unwittingly perpetuated by the author’s recital
of outdated historical assumptions, including comments and pl?otographs that
respectively depict a native person as
fearsomely warlike or romantically
noble. By extending ha diligent reseamh
further, to correct erroneous assump
tions that still exist, McGill could have
provided a greater service to Morris’s vision of our Canadian legacy. 0

Gmer

MCCUL ~~EIICULOUSLY chmnicks

the

travels and causes of fmntier artist and
amateur ethnographer Edmund Morris
(1871-1913). By describing the vision of
the compassionate and gifted artist, persistent in confronting the prevailing
cultural attitudes of his day, she pmvides imlghts of a society oblivious
almost as much to its artistically creative
members as to the culture of our native
people.%
Canadian-born Morris benefited fmm
his family’s so&l position, enabliw bim
to pursue art training in New York and
Paris, and travel to Great Britain and
Holland. Ainong the founders of the
Can&iii Art Club in 1907. Morris
detined its objectives: “to war against
the indifference and prejudice which has
existed in Canada regarding the higher
arts.” Aside from his own paintings,
photographs and writings, he orgahired
several exhibitlolts. Hi activities also included efforts to get support both for
Canadian histories and for timely acquisitions of traditional native arts.
When first asked by the Ontario
government in 1906 to paint Indian
leaders involved &Ithe important Treaty
No. 9. Morris changed his focus from
landscape to portraits. On similar pmj&s in western Canada, he observed
how treaties, honourably negotiated by
his late fatha Alexander, a government
commissioner, already were being
bmken by governments. Fmthermore,
he recoenized the value of the Indians’
traditional religion and arts, and crlticited the intrusion of Christian missions.
In capturing the liken= of the individual member of a specific Indian
nation, his portrayals were confined to
the government’s preference for the
pure-blood chiefs, and fed the racist

The Next Canadian Economy, by
Dian Cohen and Rristan Shannon, Eden
Press. 204 pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0
920792 44 8).

E(evin
Barker
IXE MM~AT~ENDS
and other soulmates,
this book is likely to reap as much skep
ticlsm as praise. Along with a roadmap
of C&da’s economic past and troubled
present, tbe authors have provided some
brave problem-solving theories for the
future; not the leapt of which is the idea
of applying a game-like approach to the
“lack of tit” between OUTevolving
economy and the obsolete tools we “se
to manipulate it.
If what we need are “ew to&, as
Cohen suggests, then a fresh appmacb is
vital. Of equal interest is the modus
operandiof the authors. Apparently the
book was brewed rather than composed;
“cross-fertilized,” to borrow a phrase
from the lexicon of high tech, by a forward-thinking assortment of like-minded business writers and economic
tea-leaf readers. Based on selected interviews and the findings of the Canadian
Trend Report, The Next Canadian
Econcwnj’ coalesced during what Cohen
describes as “a pretty intensive five or
six week period” ln which she bashed it
out nonatop.
In bpite of that, it’s a good read. A
columnist for Ma&m’s and Canadian
Living magazines, Cohen rates full
marks for the diverse manner in which
the information is massaged into
oolitical cartoons. mini wotiles, and the
bccasional foray into &aph&. Apart
fmm some blatantly political statements
from B.C. Federation of Labour President Art Kube. however, the blue-collar
view is conspicuou$y absent. But

By
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whether you agree with what the book
calls a consensus is secondary to the fact
tbat it get* your creative juices flowing.
This above all is the objective, and it
succeeds admirably. 0

Laughter-Silvered Wings: Remembering the Air Force II, by J. Douglas
Harvey, McClelland & Stewart, iilustrated, 277 Pages. $19.95 cloth (ISBN
0 7710 4047 4) and 83.95 paper (ISBN 0
7710 4045 si.
Ey ErxJ Adams
-A ww cuss military setice lives on
spirit. rtseels on spirit, and succeeds on
spirit,” writes Harvey in his introduo
tory lament for the heyday of the RCAF
- before unihcation tore the wings off
its pride and identby. This book, he
hopes, will relay some of the esprit of
the fly-boys and support staffs who
served in war and peace. Harvey trots
out the formula that made his autobiographical Boys, Bombs, and Bnn.wk
Spronrs and the collection 771e Turn&
fing Mirth good and entertaining romps.
We are given agaln a pastiche of pranks,
pratfalls, and predicaments. in the best
of these anecdotes, there is a dash of
Joseph Holler.
James Herriot,
“Humour in Uniform,” and even - at
times -Animal House. Now. however,
the material wears a bit thin, and
chortles and guffaws do not roll so frequently. Some of the stories hit a more
sensitive chord - it wasa good idea to
include a sampling of life in the
Women’s Division of the RCAF. No
doubt there are lots more funny
memories out there, of the kind swapped
over reunion banquets by silver-halted
veterans who want to embellish youthful
adventures. But enough’s enough. J.
Douglas Harvey should quit while he’s
ahead. Cl
Life’s Odd Moments. bv Stuart
Trueman. McClelland & ~Ste&rt, 173
oases. $16.95 cloth USBN 0 7710 8599 01
and 37.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 85% 6-l:
By Loul8c Edmonds
HAVEYOUEVERmoved the scales around
the bathroom floor to get the lightest
rending! Ha\re you ever tried to give a
gracious compliment like “You know,
Mrs. Jones. you really don’t look much
older than your son,” only to receive a
fix&-smile reply of “THAT is my busband”? The “rollicking misadventures”
presented by New Brunswick humorist
Stuart Trueman in LiJe’s OddMoments
are sometimes funny, sometimes not yet aNays disarmingly recognizable.

..__._C-.. ,-__.;._

Accompanied by the author’s own
entertainingly silly line drawings, True
man’s 13th book is a mix of light and
humorous poems, short anecdotes,
homilies, and verse. Their subjects include advice on how not to sell your
favourlte raincoat at a yard sale, getling
rid of raccoons, renting oul respectable
maiden great-aunties IO take on family
trips, eating for free in Florida by not
buylng condominiums, and giving the
perfect wedding toast: “And so, rise and
drink the bride with me.”
Truem,an’s characters are all convineing and more than vaguely familiar.
Freddie Smivett is forever boasting of
how he rrl,no.vtpunched out so-and-so
while Horace Bivins is notorious for
covedog your eyes from behind and
demanding “Three guesses who.” And
of course there ls the Mervie Brlskett
type who, if you told him you’d been
rick and your doctor had to call in a
specialist, would say the last time he was
sick he had three.
The book is labeled “an hilarious
antidote to life’s odd moments.” An admission of guilt? At times Trueman’s
embarrassing siluations are overly contrived and overly stated, producing what
he describes in one story as “a real bangin-thebelly series.” Trueman has provided some glimpses into true and
revealing “that’s life” situations but not
all measure up to the mark of hilarious.
Some of life’s odd, awkward,
embarrassing moments are best left
forgotten. 0

was arrested and readll confessed. In an
appalling denial of her rights, she was
held three weeks without excess to a
lawyer, and was not infooned that her
statements to the RCMP could be used
against her in court nor that she could
cl& protection under the Canada
Evidence Act. Her case was heard in
secret, and she wav sentenced to prison.
After her release, she married and ob
talned a good position as a legal
secretary. She died at Ihe age of 53 from
the effects of alcoholism and anorexia.
Despite its appearance as a booklength biography, Callwood’s account
reads like a series of newspaper features.
Instead of integrating the interviews she
conducted into a flowingnarrative, they
are strung together jardngly. and ln
newspaper fashion she indiirimlnately
includes any person who was a witness
IO the event. Either Callwood should
have used them as background lnformation or selected those people who were a
dll part of the story.
A good biography re-anlmates the
subject. Each time it is read. the subject
is momentarily reborn. Callwood’s
Emrno has the shelf life of a yellowing,
grainy newspaper clipping. Cl
The Pdce of Power: A Biography of
Charles EugeneBetlaux, by Jim Christy,
Doubleday, illustrated, 342 pages,
$24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 385 18909 5).

B9 Cary Fagan
WHCI WAS Bedaux?” the dust-jacket

Emma: Canada’s Unlikely Spy, by
June Cailwood, Stoddart, 277 pages,
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7737 2026 X).
By Sherie Posesorskl

IN EMMAW~IKIN.June Callwood has a
subject that, as Joan Dllion has written
elsewhere, would make any journalist
vibrate
with
“professional
exhilaration.” The story of Emma
Woikin blends a John Lc Cat16 plot-line
with the characters and mood of a Sinclair Ross novel. Emma, a plain. hardworking Doukhobor woman of 24,
worked in Ottawa as an external affairs
cipher clerk in the 19405. Raised in a
farm community in Saskatchewan, she
was married at 16, gave birth to a
stillbotti son, and was left a widow by
the suicide of her 27-year-old husband.
Lonely and naive, she was verbally
seduced by a Russian clerk into
reproducing government cables passed
between London and Ottawa.
When lgor Gouzenko defected from
the Russian embassy, he revealed,
among other documents, her cables. She

-- ...._.. -_ _ ,.,

asks, and a good question too, since
Charles Bedaux - adventurer, millionaire, and accused traitor - has been all
but forgotten. Christy is something of
au adventurer himself, and it’s easy to
see why Bedaw’s story, whll Christy
came across while, working in the
Yukon, led to an I l-year quest of ferretlng out the truth about the Frenchborn American who committed suicide
in 1944. Most of the writings about
Bedaux have been negative, and Christy
attempts to discredit the two major
accusations against him.
Bedaux was a self-taught efEclency
engineer who made his fortune streamlining the operations of such companies
as Eastman Kodak and Campbell’s
Soup. The marriage of Edward VIII and
Mrs Simpson at his chHteau made hi.m
famous, but kls main connection to
Canada was a failed attempt to cross the
Rockies in a convoy of Citrotis.
The tint charge against Bedaux, made
’ by the unions, was that his eftlciency
system was a “stretch-out; squeealng
more effort out of the workers. Christy
claims that Bcdaux actually had
workers’ interests in mind, but as the
system is never fully explained the reader
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cannot judge for himself. The second
charge - of treason @“St the U.S.
government - was based on Bedaux's
wrtime obsession with building a pipe
line for pea”ut oil across the Sahara
chich required dealing with the Nazis. If
Bedus really didn’t believe the pipeline
v:ould ever aid the Nazis. and had the
good of postwar Eumpe in mind, 8s
Christy contends, then he was a political
idiot. But Christy does show how
Bedarui helped some Jewish friends
esupe pzrsecotion and received no
credit for it, while certain high-profile
resisters like Jean-Paul Sartre managed
to further their careers quite nicely during the occupation.
Christy has dug hard to gather the
scanty evidence to produee a lively and
rendable story. Incidental detail sometimes bogs down the narrative, and
Christy doesn’t always have a sore
historical grasp. But if Christy must admit he still doesn’t know Charles
Ecdzutus,the reader at least can be thankful for his honesty. 0

Eitter 5wet Tnste of Mnple, by Tecla
Werbov;ski, Williams-Wallace, 70
p~8es, 511.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88795 029
9).
By Gary Fagan
THISIS not B first novel, as advertised,
“or is it = colletion of stories.. Instead, it
is Bseries of vignette describing the lives
of I2 women. all immigrants to MontrcP. all social workers. Vaguely
fcmitit. the book seems more like an
exercise in imagbdng other people’s lives
than the result of any strong artistic imPUlSe.

Here is the French Jacqueline who
wishes to forget her troubles in a sleepy
hrue. and the Czech Milsda who is
caught having ti affair with a married
ma”. Swiss The&e adopts her dead
sister’s boy and the Viennese Joan commits suicide after her husband dies. Werbowski feels B” admirable sympathy for
her chwacters, but the revelation that
socU v;orkers can screw up their own
lives vzhile they solve other people’s
problems is hardly startling.
T\vo or three chapters do have B spark
of life that the others lack. Unlike most
of the book, “T&e&’ is told in the first
pxson. and the voice brings some
energy and passion to the telling.
“Muttl’s Daughter,” in which the
Russian-born Laura pexeives her saintly
mother differently from how her friends
do. show the author capable of more
subtle irony. But most of the tales sound
fist to the reader’s bmer ear, as if the
vittity had been squeezed out of them.

.._. .____ .._._.~

Werbowski may have’had more of a
soelologlcal than B” aesthetic interest in
writing thll book, but shrewder writers
have documented the immigrant’s struggle to adapt to this cold country. If Eit-

The Father, by F.G. Paw’, Oberon,
193 “aszes. S27.93 cloth CISBN0 88750
SlO$a”d. $14.95
paper&BN 0 88750
5112).

the worst titles in recent memory) prevellts eve” one reader from telling a”
immigrant that lf she doesn’t like it here
she can go back to where she came from,
-it will have done some good. Cl

PACI“As CormINED the cOncer”s of his
two earlier books (religion and immigrant life in The It&m and religion and
death in Black Madonna) into B
stronger, unified novel.
The father of the title is both God the possibility of redemption through
religious embrace -and “father” as the
human. biological embodiment of one’s
heritage aud culture. Both God and
parent m-e forms of inherited authority
that the protagonist, Stephen/Stephano,
must embrace or reject within himself.
This choice eanies with it larger issues of
cultural identity,
language, and
spbituality.
Yet The Father remains a hilly
personal vision of self within the world.
Although the emotional mnfuslo” often
translates into a kind of sterility that
infuses and paralyzes the prose, the
basic story is strong and the characterization clear. The reader is involved in
Stephen’s struggles, but retains a de@’
of ironic distance, possible because
Stephen is so emotionally barren. The
refuge he seeks in the intellectual world
of philosophy is so obviously inadequate
that the reader feds sympathy but is not
overpowered by it. And this narrative
balance testifies to Paci’s fine
achievement. q

ter Sweet Taste ofhfople (surely one of

The Clreus Performer’s Bar, by David
Amason. Talonbooks, 157 pages. 58.95
paper (ISBN 0 88922 218 5).
By Theresa Moritz
TS~S BOOK is an exuberant unleasing of
Amason’s considerable prose gift. The
23 pieces collected take deliberate,
delightful aim at traditional stories and
the story form, much as did Ameson’s
1982 book, my Stories and (I Piece of
Advin. He possesses B technique sltogether modern, as he moves through B
multitude of prose forms: the flood of
questions in “Do Astronauts Have Sex
Fantasies?“; the rambling anecdote of
“Sons and Fathers, Fathers and Sons”;
the snippets of monologue from many
voices in “The Economic Crisis”; and
the list of definitions in “The Unmarried
Sister.” Even where the sketches most
closely resemble co”ventio”al stories,
Amason throws in unexpected curves:
the remarkable underground official,
the Marriage Inspector, for example,
with his revelations about the secret
function .of asparagus in modern
society.
Although Amason’s special skill lies
in the aeatlo” of a narrative voice endowed with B” insightful. zany ooint of
view, he asks som&mes for sympathy
that his narrator does not merit. I”
“Square Dancers” the narrator is someone who admits he is outside the world
of squafe danchtg. Perhaps he should
then have allowed to the square dancers
he satbizes the possibility of the same,
inexplicable secret life that he knows his
friends the golfers have. “The Unmetried Sister” hovers uncomfortably
between brilliant commentary and eomplete imlevsncy BE the reader tries to
hecide whether Arnaso” is wearing a
unique character or attempting an
authoritative definition of type. One
depiction of B sexuaUy voraelous Goldilocks turning a wolf into B 9 to 5 man
once she hes him lo thrall is certainly
“either new nor compassionate to either
male or female. 0

By Lorraine

Johnson

The Empin of the Sees: A Biography
Rear Admiral Robert Wilson
Shufeldt, by Frederick C. Drake, University of Hawaii Press. 468 pager,
$29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8248 0848 0).
of

By Derek Suchard
SOMEMEN are born to greatness, some

have greatness thrust upon thnn. And,
some, LikeRear Admiral Robert Wilson
Shufeldt. USN (1822~1895), strug&
mightily to grasp what greatness they
can from a life of otherwise ovenvhelming mediocrity.
Such is the life we observe through
this incredibly detailed biography of a
man who, imbued with the sense of
Anglo-Saxon American superiority and
Manifest Destiny that chxacterized the
United States through the greater part of
the 19th century, and to a certain extent
to our own times, soughr to tie his fortones to the major events of his day whether by pulling political strings to
obtain
consular
appointments,
negotiating without authority with
foreign heads of state. or merely aspir-

ing. v:ithout foundation, to command of
foreign forces.
Drake chronicles the trials of Shufeldr
through three major id& fucs Mexico. Cuba and Korea - at a time of
major U.S. expansionism. and his view
of the role of the United States in shaping their fortunes, to the time of his
siryulv triumph, the opening of the
Korea” Hermit Kingdom in 1882 to
wcster” trade, rivalling the similar
achievement of Admiral Perry in Japan.
And the” to have the glory of this diplom~tic,‘military victory diminished by
political machinations back home.
Making no prctence at writing a
popular history, Dnke spends much
time in detailed analyses of the personalities, negotiations and power plays
involved in Shufeldt’s dealings. in one of
the clearest expositions a”e is likely to
find. This biography is destined to find
its way into the libraries of all who are
interested in a more complete understanding of the forces at work in the
crucial period of 184&1890 in United
States expansionism - if not for the
man who is its subject, then for the
times he mirrors so well. 4

the Winnipeg Strike of 1918. The
authors acknowledge that the Mounties
were summoned to break up a parade
because the local police were too
sympathetic to interfere with the
underpaid workers but contend the
Mountles fired on the crowd in selfdefence. only after sinister %zvolutio”aries” began “jabbing the horses’ flanks
with pocket knives and broken glass.”
Though several workers were wounded
and one killed, the Kelly6 conclude:
“The horses of the RNWMP had helped
directly in restoring orda to Winnipeg.
Indirectly, they had also helped defeat
the plans of the revolutionties. . . .I’
Despite their flat-footed attempt at
history-writing, the Kellys have amassed
178 superb colour and black_g”d-white
photos. 0
Journnl ‘of the Marg~rel Rail
1840-1944: The Journml of (LWhaling
Cmlse from Barrington, N.S., by Captain Jamcs Deane Coflin, introduced by
Marion Robertson, Lancelot Press, 84
pages, $3.95 paper (ISBN 0 88999246 0).

More important, Coffin had the wit to
write interestingly about boredom.

(Even by this time, whales had bee” so
overhunted that there were six-week
stretches when not a single whale was
seen.) He breaks these languid spells
me” overboard and drowned, seedy
ports. floggings, atlunpted mutinies.
deserters. and contact with other vessels,
some B\YBVfrom home for mm than

nveyears:

His love of his new wife is nenuine and
fetching, eve” when he dedbes for her
the temptations he met at the hands of
barabreasted maidens on southern isles.
His anxiety to ret”m to Canada reminds
of pelagic whaling is as
a pmt of
this nation’s history as that of Nantucket. Coffin \vould have been better
served had the publishers taken the time
ta edit the Journal more carefully. The
most annoying peccadillo, spat from
the many typos, is the lack of indication
whether long stretches without entries
are the lacunae of Coffin or the current
editor. Such sins aside, this is a book
easy to neommend to anyone interested
in lhe sea, whaling, or good yams. 0

The Horses of the Royal Canadian
i&wnted Police: A PictorialHislow. by
William and Nora Kelly, Doubleday,

By Greg Gatenby

Shadow and Substance in British
Foreign Policy 1895-1939: Memorial

illustrated. 288 pages. 924.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 385 195443).

a mad Qua&, its voyage might have
been much as this one, divertingly de+

Ey Frai?lr Raslty
THEPROSE
ISpedestrian and the history
is hagiography, but the pictures in this
pictorial history are excellent. The EOauthors are patently mme interested in
horses than in people, and dedicated to
presenting Y, absurdly simplistic, institutionalized view of the past. Kelly, B
former director of security and
intelligence of the RCMP, and his wife.
Nora, a former Ssskatchewn schoolteacher, have collaborated in writing
two previous authorized Mountle books.

crlbed by an experienced hand at killll
whales. The MatgatW Rail. a sturdy.
threamasted barque of just over 300

Kssays honoudng C.J. Lowe. edited by
B.J.C. McKercher and D.J. Moss, University of Alberta Press, 530.00 cloth
(ISBN 0 88884 046 3) and $14.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88884 090 0).

This one begins with several ludiirous
bloopers concerning Fort WhoopUp,
the trading post straddling the MontanaAlberta border. whose American whisky
peddlers stimulated the new Dominion
of Canada in 1873 to dispatch 300 very

raw mounted police recruits westward lo
muindem le Dmif. The Kellys naively
write: “The Indians, who had “ever
before experienced alcohol, ran wild
. . . . They burned the I~gitimatetradll
posts of the Hudson’s Bay Company
. . . that had suewssfully maintained
Imv and order in areas under its
influence.” The fact is thst the HBC had
been liquoring up the Indians since its
founding in 1670, and it’s ridiculous to
claim that Hudson’s Bay rum was less
inflammatory than Yankee whisky.

._._

Equally preposterous is the Kellys
hero-worshioful
oortraval
of the
Mounties’ roie
ass&kebr&kers during
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tons, was built in New Brunswick in
1831. and as early as 1835 was roaming
the south seas in search of the mighty
valuable oil.
Thl particular Journal, of a single
whaling voyage (1840-1844)to the South
Pacitic, is far more articulate and better
written than the average ship’s log. ln
large part because the captain. James
Doape Coffin of Barrington, N.S., in
alleviating his boredom by explaining
the nature of his job to his new wife, expounded upon details of ship life that his
contemporaries would have ignored.

Coffm \ws also more tolerant of and
curious about the strange worlds he encountered than other 19th-ce”tury whaling captains, and his perspicacity regarding native religions and customs
especially is in stark contrast to the intolerance or contenxpt of other lagwiters. The Journal. if not compelling,
is adroitly arit~m. Ours is his excitement
at the beginning of such a voyage, and
Cofti”, though no threat to Melville or
even Forester, does convey the crew’s
depression when a struck whale shakes
loose a bmken harpoon, or his own fear

By David StaFFord
CEDRICLXJWE
was a profuisor of history
at the University of Alberta and about to
take up an appointment at the University of Victoria when he was killed in a
car crash in April. 1975. The Canadian
historical community thereby lost a
distinguished member whose work in the
history uf international relations. and
more specifically that of British snh Imperial foreign policy. is c&brad in this
volume by former colleagues and
students. Lowe himself had been trained
under Sir Charles Webster at the London School of Rconomics, and these
essays reflect not only Lowe’s own

influence but that of the LSB tr&lition
in international history - B historical
approach to international affairs far
more widely conceived than narrow
diplomatic history that focuses on what
one Foreign Office clerk wrote to
another.
Lowe was particularly
intenskd in
perception in foreign policy, a theme he
brought to all his studies of Great Power
politics in the decades after 1870. It was
an approach with its own Limitations.

when B” enraged bull attaekes the ship.
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elude the volume with a stimulating
critical essay by Michael Fry calling for
greater
interaction
between
the
historians and the theorists of international relations. International history
is out of fashion in Canada perhaps even
more than elsewhere. It is encouraging
to find through a volume like this that it
hnr practitioners who can do it well and
make it important. This makes it eve”
more regrettable that the book contains
neither a” index nor a bibliography of
Cedric Low’s own \vorks. 0

A Viceroy’s India: Leaves from Lord
Curzon’s Notebook. edited by Peter
King. Sidgwick & Jackson (Methue”),
192 pages, illustrated,
S29.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 283 99166 6).

British official was the sure target of an
assassin’s bullet. Nowhere. perhaps.
does Curson’s impressible
sense of
humour show up better than in his
sliitly astonished account of his visit to
the Amir of Afghanistan, a comic yet
ferocious
absolute
r&r.
Curron’s
description of Afghanistan is also a perceptive analysis of its recurring dilemma
of living cm the borders of an imperial
Russia, whether that of 80 years ago or
today’s version.
Curmn, in * lively slyle that is a constant delight. shares with as his love
affair with India in a way that is both
eompelllng and charming. A Viceroy’s
India deserves the ultimate aeeolade:

one want.5 more. *

By Roy PiacLmn
SU~JDENLY.
ANDAT long last. the Raj appears to have captured the imagination
of the restmn v/orld. One wonders why
it tool: so long. A richly caparisoned and
endlessly complex relationship of British
and Indians, it is nevertheless one that
produced surprisingly little literature.
Macaulay, Iilpling, and Forster contribute to our understanding of that unique
canflucnce of wo great civilizations in
rhat is “ow loosely called the Raj, but it
is to travel books and memoirs that one
must turn to SBVOUFthe full and vivid
flavour of British imperialism at its most
exotic. Both the reader seeking pleasure
and the student seeking information will
not do better than to begin with that
most accomplished
of viceroys and
travel writers, Lord Curron.
The groat viceroy left two volumes of
Indian essays, Tul.~ ofTmvd(1923) and
Leaves /mm LI Viceroy’s No&book
(published
posthumously
in 1926).
among a cornucopia of other writings.
Peter King. the knowledgeable editor of
this anthology. offers in A Vicemy’s
India r judicious selection of the nwre
am”si”g,
provocative,
and bizarre
accounts by Curzo” of his travels
throughout the Indian sub-continent,
aloy with a splendid selection of pietares assembled fmm

Cunon’s

own

colIeni0”.
As in the best of travel books, one
learns as much about Curzon himself as
one doer about the gal&e of Indian
mahar&s,
ofticlals, soldiers. and box
wllahs whom the Viceroy encountered
in his tireless travels. Encased in a steel
spine brace from youth, Curron nevertheless constantly moved about India,
listening, learning and reforming what
he saw. Serving at the very apogee of imperial India (18994905).
he clearly
r&shed every moment of his viceregal
wanderings,
even into mountainous
frontiers where not many years before a

. . . .-._ ._--
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Cankerville,
by Diane Darvber,
Boreallis Press, 100 pages, $18.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88887 951 2) and ST.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88886 953 9).

By Colhe Caulder
x-w SLIMaccessible collection cf poems
describes rural life in Ontario-or
anywhere in Canada for that matter. Written by a teacher, creative writer. and
resident of Amherstview, Ont.. it may
exist as a composite in the poet’s imaglnation. but rings authenticallyin lines
such as, “A place to grow older/but not
necessary wise.”
In a quasi-narrative
style, Dawbex
creates a tragic population. In a section

Harry Bruce (who contributes a nicely
turned foreword) and for many yearsthe
general superintendent of the Canadian

Press. Bruce’s journalistic
career in
some ways seems to have shaped his
literary one. It took him away from his
native Nova Scotia, for instance, where
his other self always dwelt in fiction (The
Channel Shore. The Townsh.@ of Time)
and in.verse. The absence could only
heighten his affection for the sailors,
farmers, and sailor-farmers he wrote
about with such understanding. And
though his poetry was sometimes suggested by the sort of large events with
which his job was connected as in “Grey
Ship Moving,” a long poem about a
Second-World-War tmop transport), it
was more often, and on a deeper level, a
refutation of the timely and the worldly.
Such is the case most obviously and
memorably in “Cornerstone,” listins
objects that might be put in a time capsule to summarize our civilization: ‘Let
us choose now the samples of our
time/To fill this crevice in the polished
granite . . .”
Then, too, a life in journalism perhaps cut him off somehow from literary

progress. His poetry certainly benefited
from a certain Atlantic tradition, but
read today it often seems bound by ancleat conventions, a slave tn clockwork
rhythms. Yet much that is good still
conxs through forcefully, especially his

Purdy-like

understanding

of history,

titled “Repercussions,” a mother and
wife, Lily, “Took down the Sunday

rifle/used on spring days to pot woodchucks/went
away
out
of the
sunlight/down
to the cellar’s tomb.”
When the ambulance
was called,
“Thirty-one
telephones rang/pairs of
ears, eyes, bored hands/lifted receivers
and gasped at the drop of blood/glistening on the earpiece.” The lack of cornpassion is echoed in the concluding lines,
“The body of the suicide/the woman,
their nelghbour/\vas laid out along the
humming wires/and they hung up.”

Dawber’s “Cankerville,”
with simple
lyric imagery, possesses memorable lines
and insights. 0

The Malgrave Road: Selected Poeau
of Charles Brace., edited by Andy Wainwright and Lesley Choyce, PotterslIeld
Press, 80 pages, $30.00 cloth (ISBN 0
919001 24 6) and $7.95 paper (ISBN 0
919001 23 8).

By Doug Fetfterling
‘IT WOULD
BE churlish to

d&e
this
selection of verse by Charles Bruce
(1907-197l), the father of the journalist

--.-___..

within the context of his love for a particular piece of geography.
As seen in this collection, Bmfe was
not a poet who grew remarkably or
quickly. but he did continue to change.
He was surprisingly ambitious, in fact,
going from short lyrics to long narrative
poems andback again.
The title poem begins: “If they stay
they stay, if they go they g&On the
Mulgrave Road it’s a choice you make.”
The echo of Robert Frost and of Kenneth Leslie is not usually so obvious;
Bruce had his own distinctive diction.
i71e &4u&ruw Road was also the title of
a 1951 mllectlon for which Bruce won
the Governor Geneml’s Award. The
actual Mulgrave Road, he pointed out at

_..

--
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the time, is “a dirt-and-gravel road running from Boylston to Mulgravc along
the north shore of Chedebucto Bay and
the western shore of the Strait of
Canso.”

In att afterword Andy Waittwight
agues that Bruce merits a higher p&e
among Canadian poets. 0
Smoke Without Exit, by Brian Brett,
Sotto Nis Press. 68 pages, $5.95 paper
IISBN 0 919203 25 6).
WXT OF THE action takes place in the
darktters with only the occasional sta
for r&if. Because dark/light imagery
pervades the book, it is almost inevitable
that the pivotal word in nearly every
poem is “eye ” In “The Premonition
(Eyes and Gr&dstones)“, Brett uses the
v:ord “eye” 12 times-very much overdone. However. in some other poems his
use of repetition is technically soccessful. Such is the case in ‘%xnttttia,”
where he repeats the phrase “The &yemurdctcr and the insomniac” to begin
four stanzas.
It seems when the poet finally does get
to sle~z, he has nightmares. The
dreamer is a lone hitch-hiker in a storm,
v;ith the raindrops like “silver nails.” Or
slowly his ribs are filling up with mow.
Or he is “walking/to the dry creek for
vxxer.” Yei when he exclaims io
“Crorstire” that “The great hive of the
nightiis buried in a coffin of skull,” the
reader suspects that the poet embraces
these nightmares with enthusiasm
because they feed his inspiration.
The m!st @enrive poem is “The
Crabs Under Second Narrows Bridge”:
“The scaffolding of the bridge/mllapsed like a tinkertoy.” The cra,,s
below wre vaitioa to feast on the dead
men. “Now the men inhabit the crabs”
and “build under water/a whispering
bridge of claws.” A’ nightmare has
beccme a legend. Brett again has written
an excellent ending to a poem. Often he
seems to throw in too many code words
in the body of his poems, but as the end
comes near. he focuses on lhe exact feeling he’s wanted all along. 0
The Terracotta Army, by Gary
Geddcr. Oberon Press, 55 pages. $17.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88750 529 5).
By Theresa Morib
tx THE SPANNER
of his award-winoittg
porm, “The Lettct of the Master of
Horse,” Gary Geddes’s The Termcotta
Army uses dramatic monologue to
revivify the past. The 24 poems collected
in Oberon’s elegantly produced edition
were inspired by the author’s visit in

China to a remarkable archaeological
tind, a collection of 8,000 lifesize pottery IlImes of soldins created in the
third century B.C. as an honour guard
for the tomb of China’s first emperor.
Each poem appears with its title
repeated in Chinese charactas on the
opposite page. Most of the speakers are
soldiers or government functiottaties,
and their poems reveal as much about
the limitations of each character’s
histoticai moment that saw ihc statues’
creation. From their diffenwtt accounts.
certain events and characters take more
distinct shape throc8h repeated allusions. esoeciallv the creator of the
fig&s, Bi the $tte.r, who becomes for
Gcddes an imoottattt imaae of the artist.
appreciated aid also feagd without cv&
being truly understood. The poems ate
brief and colloquial. tciyiog on famliiir
diction to ttanow the gap between past
and present, imperial China and cootemporary Canada: only rardy does a
turn of phrase seem to hinder, rather
than help, this enterprise.
The book excites wonder at the
mystery of the stattta that iwpircd it
and the process bf history that liu be
twecn their creation and our time. It offers important reflections on the user to
which any society puts its artists, about
the absurdity of war, and on the fragility
of individual genius in the crushing
forces of national straggle. In the end.
‘more
questions are raised than
answwcd, and the reader may be left
wishing that Geddes himself had joined
art he himself ws creating and its place
in the process of history and the unfolding of culture.. 0

another matter - and the reada may
wonder if too much is made of too little.
Againto dispel some doubts, Ma*
Donald shows Mulroney to be a
committed, loyal Tory, faithfully
sloggiog it out on his party’s behalf
during the long years of banishment.
There are only a few, oblique references
to the “offshore money” used to dump
Joe Clark, an affair in which Mulmncy’s
coterie has been implicated by other
authors. And in an even more diswttferting fashion. MacDonald tlics over
issuea-such as the infamous comments
about Tory patmttage or the umealistic,
pie-io-thesky elation platform - that
might hint at a darker side to
Mulroney’s
promise of national
deliverance.
The same smt of problem is found in
MacDonald’s
lengthy, sometimes
insightful charactw study: Muimncy’s
beguiling Irish chcntt, folksy manner.
and desire to be liked may h+l a new era
of national consensos; the same traits
could well lead to vacillation and
paralysis once the honeymoon’s over. In
relying almost exciusivciy on intcrvinvs~
with Mtdmttey and his vast network of
friends and allies, MacDonald fails to
provide any wttvittcittg critical cotttcxt
to win the reader’s cotttidencc. Like
.New Testament story-tellers. Mulmney’s acolytes have more than a little
inwest in shrouding their mastw in
myth - and the author is too content to
be their unerring scribe. q
PQ: Bcmi Ldvaque and the Party
Qoebifois in Power, by Graham Fraser,
Macmillan, 434 pages. $29.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7715 9793 2).

By Brad Adams
ASLUCK
would have it, Fmscr’s account
Mulmncy: The Making of the Prime
Miaister, by L. Ian MacDonald,
McClelland & S&wart, 332 pages,
$19.95 cloth (ISBN0 771054696)and
$9.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 5468 8).
By Brad Adams
t3tommHtEs OFpolitical leaders come in

all kinds of disguise: journalist
MacDonald’s life of Mulroney is
honeymoon hagiography. To be sure.,
much of what he gives us is of value. The
broad skctcha of Mulroncy’s cbildhood, education, professional cam%
and political ambition are welcome until someone writes a better book. But
MacDonald’s real aim is to cut through
the suspicions that &at around the
Prime Minister: he is not slick, glib, and
superficial;
there
is
depth,
thoughtfulness, continuity, and gmrvth.
How much real substance there is here is

of the PQ in poww appears jest when its
very future seems in doubt: hemorrhaging at the polls, shaken by defections,
and L&esque’s leadership suspect. the
party of separatism is destined for defeat
and more dissension. In that sense, it’s
too bad Fraser did not wait to write thls
last chapter. But - unlike the bookish
efforts of most journalists - Fraser’s
study is enhanced, not eclipsed, by the
flow of events.
The great sttength of this book is the
author’s thomogh and xcsitivc undcrstanding of Quebec politics and nationalism. There is much to admire here: the
thumbnail sketches of the PQ’s mows
and shakers arc superb; so too are the
accounts of its legislative achievements,
especially Bill 101. But the central focus
is Bctt&L&esque’s relation to the party
and its separatist mission.
From the bcgintdng, the PQ wss a
loose nationalist coalition of hotheads

.

_~ _-

and moderates,
harmonized
by
LGvesque’s charismatic appeal and
touph-it-out leadership. Praser dissects
how Lkiesque repeatedly tacked along
the moderate course of “sovereigntyarsociatlon.” altering its timetable and
squaring ideal with harsh reality. He
shorvs as well how these t\vists and turns
of strategy carried the PQ down a culde-sac.
The referendum
loss stripped

Lhvesque of his claim to national
leadership in Quebec and reduced him to
a humbled provincial premier. His
tactics during the constitutional
negotiations backfired: he falled eyen to
protect. let alone nourish, Quebec’s
traditional claim to autonomy and

........
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. . . that our traditional institutions of
parliament and ‘free market’ awinsuffi&at instruments for democratically
dealing with such increasingly complex,
high technology, heavy social impact
issues as uranium, nuclear energy and
major-development projects.”
The church groops’ well-researched
facts raise our awareness about oublic
policy and so&l institutions, impd us to
assess them critically. and call us to work
toward alternatives. The economist Barbara Ward notes: “To live simply, to
love greatly. to give without stinting, to
see a brother in all mankind - this is no
longer a remote theory of social
behaviour. It is the inescapable recipe
for planetary survlvaL” 0
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care whether people who do feel they are
portrayed unfairly in pulp finon. As for
the image of the kept woman zippins
around in furs and a flashy sports car that kind of ostentation seems more
honest than the psuedo-respectable kept
in the quietest of exp&ive clothes.
Although S&non pretends to be
combating the titillating aspect of her
subject by treatlog it in the shallowest
way possible, she creates the same sleazy
effect. She would have done better to
write a steamy expose than thll prim,
pseudo-academic offering. 0
Small

Expectations:

: Society’s
by Leah

Betrayal OF Older Women,

instahnent of that ironic process and
paradox traced here so ably. Perhaps
Fraw rill update the story; until
memoirs are written and archives
opened, his account will remain the best
survey of this turbulent era in Quebec’s
history. r’r

Cnnadlm
Churches and Social
.Twtice, edited by John R. Williams,

James Lorimer (ISBN 0 86862 755 6) end
the Anglican Book Centre (ISBN 0
919$91 18 7), 293 pages, $14.95 paper.

A c.4t.L Foa social justice is a call for us
to recognize our relationships and
responsibility to each other, and to make
choices of social goals and human
values. This book, att overview on
poverty, capitalism and corporations,
nudev energy, northern development
and native rights, Quebec and the constitution, immigration sod the Third
World. illustrates some key areas of our
churches’ concern..
Pmented at forums on public policy,
these documents give us insight lnto how
our social structures are caus12 of
inequity and injustice that continue to
widen the gap between rich and poor.
The editor points oat: “Becaose the
media constaotly project an image of
Canada as a middle-class country where
there is sidespread afflwocy and equality OFopportunity, . . . the myth that the
system works for all is malniained.”
Native peoples are viewed as among
those who may direct so&y’s growth
from materialism and consumerism to a
more fundamentally human concept.
Ratha than as pa&an religious iastitulions, churches act as ethical messengers
in a selfish society, here warning us:
“There is growing frustration add aoga

Cohen, McClelland & Stwwt, 228
pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 21674)
and 83.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 21917).

The Kept Woman: Mistresses in the
Edna Salamon, Orbis Books
(Academic), 181 pages, 918.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 85613 806 9).
SOS, by

By Kristy
Eldrfd&
writing a book about kept &&en is to
challenge what she sxea as a tidal wave of
unfair press that the kept woman gets
fmm the authors of pulp tin.
Salmuon is concerned that the popular
image of the kept woman is of someone
exoticlolling on a chaise longue near a
pool - this is not true, and the book
makes a strong case for the view that
kept women can be as dull as the next
person.

The book is a modified doctoral
paper, but Salamon doesn’t have much
of a thesis beyond disproving the chaise
lottguemythandemphaslzlngtbatse.xis
not the main aspect of kept relationships. she finds that many kept wotnen
maintain the sentimental customs of a
regular love affair, and that, with some,
companionship or status-seeking is what
fuels the relationship. None of this b
surptisii - what would have been
more interesting is a detailed mamlnation of the fmaocial arrangements, and a
study of the economic backgrounds of
the various women who fmd being kept
attractive or necessary.
Because they are presented at face
value,. the kept women Salemon writer

about do not emerge as a sympathetic
group, which raises the question of
whether the stigma they bear isn’t
justified. In the chapter “Career
Women.” Salamon’s subject is women
who make a practice of sleeping with
people to advance their professional
standing. (This isnot sexual harassment,
she explains solemnly, because the
women choose to do it.) People who
don’t operate that way aren’t goiw to

By Krlsty Eldrldge
‘m BBOLDand a woman today is to have
two strikes against you, as Cohen’s
thomogb study makes clear. Not only
do women suffer from a financial system

that leaves them precariously equipped
for old age; they must also deal with the
attitudes of a society that regards aging
with distaste and even hostility. What
emerges fmm the book’s acamination of
such things as neglect and cruelty toward
older women is that society feels be
trayed by the strong, tturtuting f*ure of
mother and wife becoming weak and in
need of support and protection.
Women now are outlivirtg men by an
average of seven years, but the rewards
are few fmm a system that does not

value the unpaid labour many wotnea
perform. The Canada Pension Plan is
as it
on the ~&etnt &x&ibu&
over the years in the work force. Even
women who have been in the work force
for many yeaa do not accumulate the
kind of savings that their male counterparts do. Cohen suggests tltat the pension plan be rrstroctured and not based

on camingwelated benefits.
Financea aside, the biiat
problem
facing ‘older women is the sense of
powverle.ssnfflthat accompanies aging.
Most of the women quoted stress the importance of having one’s own home all of them dread the prospect of the
nursing home, with its enforced inactivity and patronizing care. But they
almost euually dislike the idea of llvlog

with thel; chin,
which suggests thai
this notoriously dlffihlt armogemeot is
just as stressful for the aged parent as it
is for the out-won family. Cohen maintains tbat’alt&atives, s&h as supportbased communities for older people, or
more and better volunteer services like
Meals on Wheels, should and will be im-
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ponant future considerat& when the
older population is greater than ever.
Cohen’s book is impressively researched and often heart-wrenching.
though a lot of what she says about
older women could apply to older people
in general. The older women who are
quoted extensively throughout the book
spnl: eloquently on their behalf, showing an intelligence and courage that
society would do well to acknowledge.*

Bnlhrd: A PortnIt of Canada’s Most
OutzXandi”8Sports Figure, by William
Houston, Collier Macmillan, 2% pages,
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 920197 05 I).

SPORTSWRITER
“msnm had a golden
opportunity to wite a sports book that
was actually overdue in coming. Harold
Ballard owns, and clearly runs, hockey’s
most inept sports franchise. theToronto
Maple Leafs. He also operates the nation’s most lucrative public facility,
Maple Leaf Gardens. He does it with
v:hat polite folks call “elsn,” feuding
publicly with the media, hi players, the
hockey establishment. and occasionally
‘we” rith Russia. Houston, who hes
recemly been a target of Ballard’s ongoing feud with the GlobeandMail, was
in an ideal position to give us the goods
on this interesting if unpleasant man,
we” though Ballard pointedly refused to
cooperate on the biography.
Ballard corn= off, variously, as a buffoon, an incompetent manager, a man
of brutal and even criminal habits. (He
has served time in prison.) But at other
points Houston depicts Ballard as a
philanthropist, bon vivant, and a
likeable. rough-hewn type.
We never do see Ballard clearly.
Houston might have spent too much
time talking to Ballard’s cronies, and he
might have bee” distracted by his own
cronies in the Toronto press. for whom
Ballard has been amotherlode of stories
for tv:o decades. In the end, one
susprcts. Houston ended up liking
Ballard. The result is that the reader
never does get the goods. Maybe we’ll
get Harold Ballard straight one day, but
not this time. 0
The Golden Age of Canadian Feiue
Skuting, by David Young, Summerhlll
Press. 200 pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0
920197 04 3).
Ey Kristy Bdridge
CAN..~IANS
HAVEalways been good at
figure skating, and the goIden age that
Young talks about in his book is every-

thing up to Kareu Magnuasen’s world
g.old medal in 1973, after which no one
won a gold until 1984. The story of
Canada’s many champions la surprislngJy moving, perhaps especially because
the Canadian public has shown a strange
indiffereruz to the achievements of these
athletes, who have often won the hearts
of European audiences. Young writes
with sympathy and enthusiasm about
the intense world of competitive fm
skating, where years of training UUIlead
to an a&too-brief glory.
It’s the people who end up involved in
the disciplined, gnudling world of cornpetitlve sports that are of interest to the
average reader, rather than details about
the sport itself. The greater part of this
book ls about skating pemxmlitles. and
these parts are interesting, occasionally
thrilling. Early chapters deal with the
success of Cecil Smith, a dashing Tomnto socialite who charmed Bumpean
audiences with her delicacy and poise. If
Cecil Smith embodied the ostensibly
carefree IS&, Barbara Ann Scott was
appropriate
for the war years;
courageous snd determined. she took
skating very seriously and triumphed.
Unfortunately, the book does not go
into depth -about many later skaters,
especially Toiler Cranston, and tbls is a
flaw. However, Young’s purpose is to
give an account of a rather extensive
golden age and with a minimum of dull
chronicling he does it proticiently. q
lkhk
Canada 1 and the I983 Amedm’s Cup, by Jeff Boyd and Doug Hunter,
Mamdlla”. Shlstmted, 330 pages, s34.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7715 980.5x).

By Brad Adams
THE REALSTORYof the America’s Cup

race in 1983 was the stunning Aussle
victory. The Canadians gave it their
best, but failed, and only stirred up
some interest when they broke the secret

of the victor’s wing-like keel. It’s a
.‘mixed blessing, then, to fmd a book
commemorating such a spirited, but still
average, perfommnce on the seas.
I” a way, the Canadian challenge was
doomed from the beginning: the i&a
was hatched by Marvin Gill, a Iandlocked ALbertan, as a means to spark
national pride during the dark years of
Trudeau liberalism. But Canadians
didn’t bare; only a last minute bailout by
a brewery - how Canadian - kept the
challenge afloat.
Nor at the outset did anyone organizers or sailors - have much
experience with IZmetre racing.
Confusion and squabbling were chronic.
Still. there is something appealing about
this arca~~ea”d wmpla competition,
and even readers who last raced a sail.

boat at summer camp can’t help but be
caught up in this enthusiastic, bouncy,
and authoritative account.
The authors - Boyd was a crew
memba o” Gmada I - give a rich
behind-thescenes look at boat desig”,
training, and the marvellous world of
rules and tactics at the America’s Cup.
Only in the later stagea, as inevitable
defeat looms closer, does the reader start
to yawn during a litany of tacks and
protests.
It iv the human dimension and detail
that keep this book going: there is much
o” the psychology of competition and
the fraternity of sail. The America’s Cup
is a shamefuRy expensive and lrrelevam
event; but it brings out something of
human skill, inpenuRy, and character
under duress. That’s the universal
appeal of sport, and its essence ls n*dy
captured brthe Canadian Trick. 0

The shock
ofthe old
By Roger Hall
The Ontario Collection, by Fern
Bayer, Ontario Heritage Foundation/
Pltzhemy & Whiteside, illwtrated. 388
pages. $65.00 cloth (ISBN 0 88982 070
2).
o**ruo’g BlCENrEtwlAL.last year WBP
marked by the usual government hype
and hoopla. Cynics warned an election
would follow before the euphoria was
forgotten, sod they have been proved
right. But some of their skeptical outrage was ill-founded. And although
hiitorians debated the appropriateness
of the date-some saying it should have
bee” 1983 (200 years after the American
Revolutionary war ended) and others
arglling for 1991 (two centuries after the
province of Upper Canada was created)
- much of the wmmemorative splash,
especially for smaller communities, wai
of considerable value and conducted
\\ith good 18thantury taste. Anyway,
no biitorian should ever be entirely
critical of an event that causes interest in
his or her livelihood.
One of the bicentennial’s more enduring features was the publication of a vast
number of books - some good, some
bad, most indifferent. An unofticial
tally places the number at more than
100, not counting the plethora unleashed
simulteneously by the Toronto sesquicedtennial. A good “umber of these
books were, at least in part. funded by
the Ontario govemment.
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Probably the most impressive title of
the year was the magniticent compilation Onrario’s Fibmy in Maps, by geographers Louis Gentileore and Grant
Head. Without massive government aid
this extraordinary. full-mlour tribute t”
cartographers and book-makers simply
vwuld ““t have been possible - especially at the low price of $65.00. It went
very quickly “at of print - and sadly TB
mains there. Another good title was The
. Brst G@. a fascinating chronicle of the
wisted histories of Ontario’s many
Carnegie libraries. Yet another was A
I’asl and Mag@ficent
Land.
an
illurtratud portrait of the history of
Ontario’s north.
The Onmrio Colkclion would never
hxc seen the light of book catalogttes
viithout gwermttent support. Of all the
“grant-aided” efforts of last year, this
book - v:hich is. after all, a tmmpeting
of the province’s own collection of art
- initially causes the most distrust in a
m-iuwr. As it tams out, however, it is
quite agood book. one that directly and
indirectly chmnicles the cultural history
or central Ca”ada.
The book at core is an annotated
listing of the more than 1,000 works of
art owwti by the Ontario government.
What sets it apart from being just
a”other dreary catalogue is four sweeping historical chapters that deal with the
colkction’s unique provenance.
The first - and the most interesting
- focuses on works of art collected by
Egetton Ryerson in the mid-19th
century.
Rprso” was chief superintendent of
education for Canada West and later
rrved a similar function for the Pmvincv of Ontario. During the 1850s and
I%&, “rith a view to encourage Uie
Fine Arts in Upper Canada,” he bought
236 copies of paintings by Old Masters
and nearly 1.000 plaster casts, ranging
from espies of antique Greek and
Roma” statuary to “famous me” from
ail ages” to ornamental architectural
decorations. These “objects of taste”
served to set a standard for cttltutal
appreciation in the howling wilderness
of British North America and were exhibited in Ontario’s tirst public museum
- the Educational Museum of Upper
Canada - which occupied part of the
old Toronto Nomtal School.
Bayer feels that “such institutions as
the Royal Ontario Museum, the Art
Gallery of Ontario and the National
Gallery of Canada “we their existence,
in ” curious way, t” Ryerson’s . . .
..
USlO” . . . . ” For this reader the c”nne~
lion remains “curious,” since Bayer
new directly explores the links. Egertcut
Rwsmt may indeed, as Nathaniel Barrash eulogized, have “so\v@ the seeds
of that aesthetic life,” but de&es

passed~before there was any substantial
growth.
A firmer base for explaining the foundation of a visual arts tradition cmttes in
Bayer’s second chapter, which outlines
the provincial education department’s
efforts, starting in l&75, to acquire
“contemporary” works of art with the
collaboration of the freshly-minted Ontario Society of Artists. Several hundred
works were purchased and, although
one could cettainly not ‘argue that
Ontatisns formed the cutting edge of
artistic achievement, some fine work was
represented from painters such as F.hl.
BellSmith, R.Q. Ciagen, C.W. Jeffctys.
Arthur Lismer. and J.E.H. hlacDonald.
The tragedy is that so few of these
works of art - either Ryerson’s putchases. or the OSA materials - are retaincd by the government. Fewer than 30
of the Ryerso” pieces are extant and
only 40 of the OSA works. Evidently in
1912, for reasom that Bayer has not uncovered, the education department shut
itp the picture galleries of the Educational Museum and decentralized the
collection, with paintings and other
all over th;p&htce.
What followed was what one senior
government fettrc has recentlycalled an

cassettes.
wttb a tuntling

the

Trresponsible trusteeship that resulted
in the effective desttuctiott of the coll~
tion. . . .A lot of people,” he lamented.
“probably took home a little retirement
gift.” lnfomtally I have been told that
the 6ntario College of Art, as late as the
1960s and 1970s. decreed Ryetson’s
plaster busts irrelevant to their needs
and had them broken up. The “shock of
the old” was apparently to” much for
our provincial guardians of visual
aesthetic innovation.
A third element of the Ontario coketion is less surprising - and a lot less interesting. This is the large collection of
portraits of fat-bellied Ontario worthies,
past and present, commissioned to hang
in the Ontario legislature and lieutenant
governor’s quarters. Bayer tells the story
well, providing details of artists known
and unknown and delving into some of
the more celebrated pieces, such as the
mysterious portrait of an aged Laura
&cord. Premier Mitch Hepbuti had it
X-rayed in the 1930s to discover that
underneath the scrappy lady was a previottsly painted and very scverc turn-oftheccntuty oil of Premier Sir George
Rors. The overpainter: Mildred Peel
who, two years after the government
acquired the painting, married RIX.%.
Someone had evidently commented that
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Lawn’s
hands
looked
awfully
mssculine.
The linal section of the book oullbms
Ihe rw~gence.of
artistic interest and
government purchase under the Robarts
rqime in the 1960s. The purpose:
decoradon or. mom grandly. “art-inarchheehre.” The idea was (and re
mains) to buy and support Ontario art
through
commissioning
paintings,
murals, and sculpturn to adorn, or even
comprise. the walls of new government
buildings. The resulr has been a credible

collection of contanpomry ‘ad - not
everyone’s “obiects of Lastc.” but a
rob&, bmad-b&cd collccdon “umbering more than 500 works.
Thll book, then, has considerable
scope. Since the author auempts.
doubt-

inlroduces a good many slips of spell-

qua& provider rubsrantial comments
on the classic works and considerable

hI?.toricaI chapters and blfonnallon
presented in her catalogue sections.
And, for God’s sake. paintings am lent,
not Yoancd ”
But thse’src largely quibbles. The
Ontario Collection, of which Bayer is
the ixrator, is, in fact as well a in book

biographical details of subjects. This exposes her’to
conuuking some overSimpliIication of complex issue and

form, a good government investment.
L&s- hope s&h enthusiasm hasn’t
passed with Ihe bicentennial. 0

less drawing from Ryerson’s enrhubmsms, to educate us as well, she fra

.

ings, dates, and so forth: Them is also
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There Is not much that Is mutinous in Audrey Thomas’s
stop] of a broken marria e, but her superb
control produces a noveBof quiet, warm intensity

Intirtidol Life, by Audrey Thomas,
Soddort. 282 pages. $18.95 cloth (ISBN
0 7737 202s 6).
THEREAREtextual reverberations, what
Baud&ire might have called carrespondunces, among Audrey Thomas’s four
novels. She often plunders her own
earlier v:ork in order to supply images
and details for the new. Thus an episode

from the 1970“ovelrClrs. Blood Lurns up
again.
altered
and inflated.
as
“Degws;
a short story published two
years ugo in Salurday Nigh:. The
epilogue Lo Part I bf Mrs. Blood - the

boih Alice and Rachel (in L&&ia,
1979) are writers who are trying to come

derland in which the Cheshire Cat
observes that Alice must be mad, other-

Ad

wise she wouldn’t be in Wonderland is echoed “ow in Inlerddal Life. where it
is given emphasis by the fact that the
main characLer is named Alice:

to terms in their books with the fact thal
they have been rejected by men who
have loved them.
The form of Inlerddal Life is itself a
borrowing fmm two earlier books. The
present work is part novel, written in the
third person, and part couuuonplace
book, written in the fusr person; and lhe
book allemates bewxen “she” and “1”
in much Ihe same way that Mrs. Blood

Alice thoughtof her namesake:
“ ‘I seenothing on the mad.
said Alice.
‘Oh, said the King. ‘I wish I hadyour
eycr.’ *’
Both Isobel in Blown pigurps (1975) and
Alice in Inlerlidal Life recall fathers who
used to sing:

alternaled between passages by Mm.
Blood and Mrs. Thinp. There is also the
echo of Thorn&s 1971 book, Mwxkmeyer and Pmspem

pwa9e in A/f&s Adventures in WonAudreyThomi

.

some un”ccessary repedtion between her

on Ihe Island, in

which the second novella is s dll kept
;wyranda.
who is writing the first
Al&s commonplace book is meant,
we learn early on, as a place where Alice
“would tlnally bring all the words and
definitions and phrases I have copied
out for years on scraps of paper. But I
need it now for sonmthlng else. I need it
to slay sane.” At one point, when Alice
is buying jigsaw puzzles for her
daughters. she imagines herself as one of
the boxes: “Alice Hoyle: 1,000 Interlocking Piece.” The commonplace
book is Alice’s attempt to put all those
interlocking pieces together.
The threat to her sanity Is the dewtion by her husband Peter, one of those
vaguely &pressing trend& who after 14
years of marriagchas decided that a trial
separation, during which he could learn
not to be “uptlghight”
(this Is in 1979)and
“locked into the Proteslant work
ethic,” would be worth the physical and
finauclal suffering it Inflicts on his wife
and three daughters. Alice is cow
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qucntly living with two of her daughters
in a small cabin on Galiano Island, off
the coast of Brltish Columbia, where
Audrey Thomas has owned a cabin since
1wx
.___.
Section I of the novel is a long wall, a
prolonged venting of Atice’s grief,
dich ~dxs the simultaneous forms of
despair and anger: “Hoa dare he walk
way.” she rages in the commonplace
book. ” ‘I’ll call you during the week.’ I
roved I rouldn’t talk to him but of
course 1 did. And cried. ‘Hello, old
friend,’ he said in hi soft, caring voice.
But I’m not stupid, I could hear the
‘end’ in ‘friend’ . . . .”
Alice shares her island with a group of
superannumed bippics who have taken
ow a clutter of abandoned ca6”s in
Coo” Bay. At first she feels no peat

antipathy toward them - two of them
have become her friends. and her busbawl has. in a sense, gone over to them
- but her real friends are two women,
St&a and Thtdl, and it is this triad or
sisterhood tbat is the real focus of the
“OVd.

Stella’s husband has died, and Trod1
has left hers, and so the three women
share at least one common bond. (Alice
and Steila also sbare Peter, but Alice
doesn’t discover that until later.) The
hippies, Alice realizes, are “takers.”
uninterested in anythlng outside their
ov.w self-absorption. “They were all

about IOyears younger than she was and
they seemed older, defeated. like people
v:ho had been in prison for a long time
or deprived of some essential food.”
Alice’s new orientation is with the
romea, the “givers”; and by the end of
Section I she has accepted the fact that
bcr husband has gone over to the
“takers.”
In Section II. Alice’s acceptance
assuages her grief: “When I’m not full

of rage I’m sad,” she notes in her commonplace book, and the dominant note
of this sectlon Is sadness, with occasional
dips , into resignation tempered by
anguished cries of rebellion. She is
moon-driven, up and down with the
tides.
Water imagery is an important element throughout the book: in Section I
Alice is “struggling in the icy waters of
Peter’s rejection”; now she can almost
joke about it (“Your honour, we drifted
aput”). The book’s title identities the
metauhor - “intertidal life” is a biologi& reference to the myrisd crusty
creatures that live in tramed puddles of
water when the tide bas~&ed&l, an idea
Cyril Connolly used in his novel The
Rock Pool. Alice and her children
obsewe the pile worn% and limpets, the
starfish. mussels, and hermit crabs, and

admire their ability to survive. “We
could all learn a lesson from Limpats,”

Alice writes. “They really know how to
hang on.”
BYthe end of the book. though. Alice
is oif limpets, just as shi has gohe off
hippies. Intertidal creatures “just go
about eating each other.” She has come
to see all life as intertidal, a lunatic
frenzy of directionless activity between
the overwhelming oceans of birth and

of difference that exists between
* M&da’s
association with water ‘and

Ophel.ia’s.
Furtber water imagery is provided by
the journals of Captain George VanEo”“eT, wbicb Alice is reading in
preparation for her new novel. Quotes
from Vancouver’s reports open each section and float like driftwood throughout
the teat: “We hnmediitely realized the
danger which we should be in among
these islands, the channels between
which we did not know and which we
had no interest in exploring.”
The plunge into early maritbne ex-

By Ray Filip
The Mysteries of Montreab Memobs
of a Midwife, by Charlotte Rihrer,
edited by W. Peter Ward, University of
British Columbia Press, 170 pages,
$19.95cloth (ISBN 0 774802081).
utm tmw

Victorian underwear preserved in potpourri. Charlotte Ptlhrer’s
memoirs of a midwife is a collection of
mild pornography set in Montreal. The
introduction by Peter Ward is moie
revealing than the teat. After 1800, with
the growing professional status of doe“abbrtionists, -keepers

of &mdestine

ploration has given Alice (and us) a hint
at the true nature of her own plight.
“Women have been shanghaied,” she
tells Sella, “and now we are waking up
and rubbing our eyes and murmuring,
‘Where are we?’ ” Women’s response.
she says, is to incite “some kind of
mutiny,” but not one intended to regain
freedom. “We don’t want to be let out
at the nearest port or unceremoniously
tossed overboard . . . what we really
want is to be offcers and captains our-

lying-in homes, and unscrupulous &by
farmers.” Illegltbnate children who were
not dumped into the river, or a nunnery,
found shelter with their “repentant”
mothers in Magdalen asyIums or private
maternity boarding houses operated by
midwives or “wise women ”
It was in this atmosph& that Piihrer
catered to the bastard offspring of Montreal’s bon ton. The beaver .#ade was
never as bii a game. The &steries of
A?orzlreal whirls with paramours,
gallants, and fancy skaters. Most of the

and there is not much that Is mutinous in

fashionable ch&hes before and after
being banged irp. No subterfuge is too
low to save face trapped in the
VictorIan-Vatican vise of high civility.
A case in point ls Alfred Grandllon,
who lives for sea, snuff. and hymns. An
unhappily
married Episcopalian
organist, be has an affair with Mary
Sedley. 17~year-Id daughter of a pmminent busInessman. They make beautiful

selves.”
This is all fairly orthodox feminism,

Intertidal L#k Petu is such a wimpy
pieceof asparagus that his passage from

Alice’s life ought to have been an occa-,
sion for iov rather than the 280 oases of
angst it w&genders. The comm&&ce
book motif aives the action of the novel.
such as it is,a certain disthnce, a lack of
immediacy: events and awn emotions
are reported rather than experienced,
and the difference between high and low
tide never seems to be more than a few
inches.
But the positive side of distance control - is also hen. Thomas is a
superbly controlled writer, and her prose
is tight and untlawed. As theexploration
of the emotional state of a woman ap
proaching middle age who hap suddenly
to come to terms with a New World (not
necessarily a real one), Intertidal L$?
has a w8rm, quiet intensity. It is a novel
about freedom - some of Thomas’s

to her fither% ho&, where Gr~dison
the” makes love the the sweet innocent
“leader of Psalmody and sacred lays.”

To quash ugly rumours. Mary marries
her boring suitor Mr. Hazelton. However, Gmndison gets Mary pregnant
while both are coincidentally h&laying

in Cacouna.
Mary plots to have the child in
Boston, deceiving Hazelton with an
adulterated story about her miscarriage.
A dry goods merchant in Montreal
adopts the bantling and arranges for the
little one’s music lessons with none other

characters are born free., some achieve
freedom. and some. like Alice.. have had
freedom.thrust upon them - and a surfeit of freedom may be said to be the
most toxic carcinogen of the Xlth century. Inmtidal Life is undoubtedly

the Sedley-Hazelton household, and
again Mary becomes enceinte with his

Thomas’s best novel to date. Cl

child. This time Hazelton is Ied to

than Alfred

Grandison!

The organ

master again falIs into the good graces of

believe that the baby is his, and eve” has
*‘its father’s nose.”
Years later. when Grandison’s wife
dies. Mary absconds to Chicago to
reunite with her old lover. Much to her
shock. Grandison jilts her. Maty faints
at his feel after screaming like a madwman. The police carry her away to a
mental institution. Mysterious ways of
Love? Or brutal male chauvinism?
As we tra-la-la down memory lane, we
notice that the French fact does not
enter Fiihrer’s “fiction,” originally sdipublished. There is brief mention of a
French maid who says to her mistress:
“Ah. Madame, Monsieur Fairfield he
come back &he, riche, with plentee nice
thiry for you!” This is colonial Montreal. with financiers jingling down St.
James street in phaetons pushed by bay
ponies. Ftihrer is Ml a political a”i”laL
She is blind to the Old Rouges romzmticism around her, but doesn’t miss a
blushing bonnet. Only in the chapter
“Anwng the Fenians” do we receive a
quick glimpse of the Griftintown and
Point St. Charles shanties. The obreenity of poverty merely inspires a
“shudder.”
Mount Royal was then private property orned mostly by Sir Hugh Allen.
Special permission by tbe proprietors
along the may was required for mates
v:ho rished to continue their courtship
dance to the summit. While down
below, Sherbmoke and St. Denis in the
e.w end sound like a primrose path.
II had been their custom 10 go for a
stroll togetheron the long summerwe.
“in.c+ and together they might have
been see”. fondly looking inlo each
other’s faces. u. arm-inarm, they
perambulatedthe moreremote portions
of Shrrbrooke and St. Denis streets,
\:hich 3~that time were xarrrly built
“PO”.

Editor Ward compares the& outpourings of a midwife with the succ& de
sc&dalc literary genre popular in 19th
century Quebec. He cites The Awful
IXclosures of Maria Mottk, “a lurid
tale of priestly fomicatio” and infanti:
tide in a Montreal nunnery,” and The
P,iect. the Wontatt, and the Coqfessiottal by a renegade Father Chiniqny.

whose kinky confessions enjoyed wide
commercial appeal throughout the
material world for over half a century.
Both books were written expressly as
anti-Catholic hate literature. Fiihrer’s
memoirs have no sinister bend. Her midrife’s tales bear the pontlflcatlng tone
of a Syllabus of Brmrs. Her arcana is
more akin to Les MjstrrreS de Montrdal,
by Quebec novelist Henri-Bmile
Chevalier, who based his work on
Eug&“e Sue’s serial Les Mysc!tw de
Pm&. Ward falls to name these more
likely sources of pop melodrama, v:hich

the masses were the” swallowing fasler
than maple sugar.
The bfysteries of Montred is a rare
book-mom sleeper. As gaslight gossip
from the past, it ls illuminating. But as a
mirror of the times. this black book of
ruined maidens is as reliable as the
Maggy Trudeau papers today. Fiihrer’s
black or white, bald or hairy, notions
about morality offer’small comfort lo
the post-permissive mess of conteplporaty relationships; when a rose is no
tpyer rr and a bastard is no longer a
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tht-cads
By Lesley Choyce
The Summer Tree, by Guy Gavtiel
Kay, McClelland & Stewart, 324 pages,
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 4472 Cl).

7~1s IS THBfirst book in the trilogy of
what the author calls “The Fionovar
Tapestry.” The project is a” ambitious
effort in the genre of fantasy, and it is
certainly encouraging to see that
McClelland & Stewart is willing to
undertake such a daring endeavour.
With such as book as this, a publisher
hopes to break into a new market but
also to introduce mainstream readers to
a literary sphere usuaUy read only by
hard-core fans.
Unfortunately, I’m .“ot convinced
that any but the most ardent fantasy
readers will cling to The Summer Tree.
It’s a very tempting book to anyo”e
hoping to divert tiself
from fellow
passengers on a subway or anxious to
escapefrom all the mundane tasks that
we suffer in the name of civillzatio”.
The weaver of this tale, however. is very
demanding. Kay requires a patient
audience with a predilection
for
mnemonics. The readw must be able to
keep track of no less than 70 characters
if he ls really to follow the story closely.
Maybe that’s not a literary crisis in itself.
I’m tinded
of the time I saw the
Rockettes dancing on stage at Radio
city Music Hall in New York; I certainly
couldn’t keep them all straight as they
flashed their thlhs around the stage.
But I did enjoy the spectacle. And while
the Rockettes all had names like Lucy,
Viva, Cindy, and Connie, The Summer
Tree is populated with beings sporting
such monickers as Flidais, Tore,
Mabo”, and Diarmuid.
As the novel opens. five Tomntonians
are taking in a Celtic lecture at the U of

T. Academics should etioy the fast that
the crowd is “bustling like a rock
audience with pre-concert excitmwnt.”
Soon, however. the young Canadians
are given their metapltysieal visas to the
land of Brenni”, high kingdom of Fionovar. Kay makes short business of how
they &et there or why Kimberly, .Kevl”.
Jennifer, Dave, and Paul are so easily
persuaded to give up the ambience of
Upper Canada for Bretmln. But their
presence there is necessary if Brennbt is
to be saved from some turible force.
Hence the trek and the beginning of
adenture: a”d that’s what good fantasy
writing is about.
The thought of other worlds is cornfort& to those of us who find this one
so corrupted by the masochistic
buffoonery of international politics.
Guy’s other world. however. has more
than its share of problems and in place
of Ronald Reagan and a septuagenarian
Soviet hierarchy we find a “good”
lcl”gdom trying to sort out agricultural
and power consolidation problems but
up against a brutal god who is breaking
out of a l.OOO-year-oldprison.
The central conflict is between Dark
and Light, an andent duality that eve”
contemporary fantasy witus seem to be
unable to free thenxelves from. Yet, if I
allow myself to forget about the oversimplified morality $here”t in so much
of this genre and read on for pure
adventure. I’m much more satisfied.
There is, after all. something captivating
about reading a book about watt
spirits, wolvcc, wizards, sorcetws, seers,
a giant black swan, and dwarfs - both
dark and @ht. know” as the wart alfar
and llos aliar. If that’s not enough,
there’s also a unicorn that fwed “lore
prominently on the cover than i” the
story. (Recently the manager of Bakka,
a science fiction-and-fantasy book store
ln Toronto told me that this year he
could sell any book that bad a unicorn
on the cover. No doubt, the M & S
designers had bee” talking to the same
chap.)
Much of the archaic dialogue is excell&. and some passages draw the
reader into the minds of the characters
very effectively. When Paul finds
himself on the sacrificial Summer Tree
trying to free hinudf of a nagging guilt
and hoping to help save the people of
Brenni”, the author writes:
The trunk of the tree seemedto have
grown fingers, rough like bark. that
wrapped thunsdwd around him. He
was touchingthe tree everywhereMW.
Once, for a long spell, he thought he
was inside it, looking out. not bound
upon it. He thoughthe wasthe Summer
Tree.
A lot is here for someone acceptbxg
the genre. Kay’s is a controlled imaglna-
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tion:he works with mythology, master-
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texts of fantasy, and archetypes. I would
have been keenly interested tu sea what
would have happened if he had not
limited himself to fantasy tradition. One
of the major difference between scieuce
fiction and fantasy is that the fmt emphasizes seieutific reasmdng; the fantasy
writer, on the other hand, is completely
free to create any world without need for
reason. Clearly there is nu explanation
for the world of Fionovar but the author
does borrow heavily from sword and
sorcery and previous writings in the
genre. Perhaps this is accuuntable from
the fact that Kay. a Canadian by birth,
spent a year at Oxford, where he acted
as an editor in the publication of J.R.R.
Tolkien’s pusthumously published The
Silmariilim.
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Undoubtedly my ambivalence is
showing, I wanted tu like this book. So
little science tictiun and fantasy has been
produced here in Canada, and TheSummv 7kee is a brave step forward. The
ending of the first volume in the trilogy
leaves a reader wanting something more
final. The rest, we are promised, is
forthcoming: The Wandering Fire in
1985 and a third volume after that. Even
one book of a trilogy, though, should
have the effect of a cumpleted narrative
and thii one falls short of that. A story
and then begin again with a
cadend...
fresh continuation of the larger plot.
This one simply leaves the dangling
threads of the tapestry.
If Kay’s publisher fails to produce
volumes two and three, we will be I&
with a vary incomplete story; for those
of us who eujopd the needlework su
far, we cau only hope that it has the fortitude tu complete the weaving su that
the,;:;
epic csn be judged on its
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Kate Rice, Praspsctar, by H&n Duncan, Simon & Piem, Xl0 pages, $22.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88924 134 1).
postal cude

Mail to: Books in ~tw~aalrp,
366 Adelaide Street E., Toronto,
Ontario MSA 3X9 Canada

Boat4w THE small town of St. Marys,
Ont.. in 1882, Kathleen Rica was one of
many young people at the turn of the
century who were too restless to stay in
the settled parts of eastern Canada
where they had been bruugbt up. Land
available for farming, mmxplored territory, and the added lure of gold and

other mbwals to be disowered enticed
them westward by the thousands. Kathleen was nutmvorthy among these
migrants in that she was well-educated
and beautiful, a strong-minded, indb
pendentwoman who chose to live in
isolation and to make trapping and prospecting her life’s work.
Turn@ writer Helen Duncan, who
also grw up in St. Marys. tells how,
when she was a little girl, she caught a
glimpse of Kathleen Rice paying a visit
to her home town fmm northern
Manitoba where she then lived. Kathleen
was su unusu@ in appearance and bearing that Duncan, the child, was intrigued, and her fascination cuntinued
into adulthood. She spent years
researchi Kathleen Rice’s story, and
Kale Rice, Pmpector is the result.
Kathleen was born into a family who
had gained wealth and pmminence in St.
Marys as mill owners. She went to the
University of Toronto on a scholarship,
and after graduating in 1906 taught high
school in Ontario and in Yorkton, Sask.
Then she moved to the lake cuuutry
around The Pas in Manitoba, where she
began to make her living trappin& pm+
petting, and homesteading. Her life
there and her relationship with her
businas partner, Dick Wousey, form
the major part of Duncan’s story.
Duncan describes at length the cumpetition and cooperation among the
prospectors and their struggles with pmmuters and with mining engineen sent
out from large companies in the East to
do explorations and to negotiate options
on promising claims. She relates how
Kathleen became a legend in her own
time, her unmnvantional way of life
described in newspaper articles and
periodicals back East and as far away as
England.
Kathleen Rice and Dick Wuusey had
sume success as prospectors but never
became rich. Duncan believes that they
ware probably cheated out of their
rightful profits by an unscrupulous pmmuter. Wousey died in 1940. almost
pemdless. Kathleen continued .tu live
alone in their island cabin on Herb Lake
for a number of years longer. She dii in
1963.
Duncan had a difficult time tracking
down her story. In her intmduction she
recuunts her problems in separating fact
and legend. She read amhives. interviewed old prospectors, and sought firstpersmi recollections through a mining
periodical, but ran into many impasses,
gaps, and contradictions. At last she
came to this decision:
Atlu my exhaustive research. I worked
and weaved my ray among aQ”able
facts. conflicdng opinions and ~11
almost meal eclipse of dates until like a
good judge I wu forced to dmp some

.
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ro-calkd ram and ‘*acceptwhat the
c*;idcnceobliged me to accept.” And
whcrccwn evidencefailed. to stitchaad
sw. to makemy ownjudgments.to use
my wn imyinstion, accordingto my
conceptionof Iiate and her psrtner Dick
woorcy.

This compromise is understandable to
a degree. Research probably never tells
anp biographer all he would like to know
about his subject, and eventually intuition and empathy mast be called upon to
fill in some 01 the blanks. Still, when a
story is presented as biography, the
reader has a right to believe that the fatrual information is as sound as the biographer could possibly make it. In the
course of her story. Duncan comes to
r4y too much on her imagination and

-_=__-._-_~..~~-
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confuses or chooses to ignore facts lhat
were easily available for her use.
For example, there are a number of
small, annoying errors in the St. Marys
ponlon of the story. It is Trout Creek,
not Pish Creek. that meets the Thames
River in the centn of the town at the site
of the family mill. Kathleen’s grandfather founded the business, not her
great-grandfather as Duncan- states.
Kathleen was born on December 22,
1882, not in 1883, and was christened
Kathleen Creighton Starr Rice, not
Kathleen Lincoln Rice.
The name Lllcoln was given to her
younger brother, a pascm Duncan canscIously chooses to leave out of the story
as having no bearing on the important
parts of Kathleen’s life. But since Dun-

_.
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can takes pains to build the case that
much of Kathleen’s motivation comes
from her relationship with her family, it
seems wrong to disregard her only
sibling. Lincoln Rice spent part of 1913
homesteading
with his sister in
Manitoba. Duncan doesn’t mention
this. These complaints may seem trivial.
but such easily diicovered errors and
omissions can only make a reader distrustful of other facts in what is supposed to be biography, not fiction.
Kathleen Rice is remembered in The
Pas as one of the true old-timers who
helped to explore the region and open it
for development. Duncan is right to
believe that her story is worth attention.
More attention to the facts would have
helped. q

‘I think I’m just a clown. I

like to make people laugh. That’s
important as making them think’

ORNIN MooseJaw in 1940, Ken
Mitchell began writing short
stories and radio plays as a stadent. Since then hi work has ag
peared in more than 100 journals
and more than 20 anthologies. He
is the author of such plays as Thir
Train (Ipl3)). Hemas (1975). and
Crwl Tmrs (1979, three novels
- li’anderbzg Raffirly (Macmillan. 1972). The hfeadom~larkConnection (Pile of Bones Publishing,
1975). and The Con Man (Talonbooks.
1979) - and a collection of short

as

(Ma&illan,~l97?). Hi most recent collection is Ken Mitchell Country, edited
by Robert Carrie (Coteau Books). Now
a professor of English at the University
of Regina, Mitchell was interviewed by
Geoff Hancock:
Books in Canada: How do you mhnage
to balance everything you do - poe:ny.
Jkdon, drama, film, teaching, tmwlling?
ken Mltchdl: I try not to think about it
too much. I like to keep busy. My best
KenMche,

I

work seems to be done under the pressure of deadlines. It inhibits the longer
works. but for fiction, screenplays,
poetry. it helps to work under pnssum
If I’ve got a film script with a heavy pmductIon schedule and deadline, I work
12 hours a day until it’s done. I like to
work fast, getting through a dtift, then
leaving it as long BEpossible. Perhaps in
the meantime I work on another project.
Thea I come back absolutely fnsh and
go through it quickly to maintain the
narrative flow. I try not to chip away at
it.
BiC: Do you stw, with a chamcler?
Mitchell: Usually, though sometimes it’s
an k&a or a plot. The tibn I did a few
years ago, The Hounds 4fNotre Dame.
was a story built around a character. In
fiction. character interests me most.
What motivates me in writing is 10create
an interesting character.
BiC: Dowu IN lo Ief eve#~ awct ofthe
story b&g
but
elem&ts~ of -fhat
chamder?
Mitchell: I don’t try so much as I kind a

way to let it happen. I’m not incIined to
invent plots. I usually have characters
more or less fully formed in my baaglnatic-n, and I set them into motion to do
what they will in a certain set of circamstances or against wrtain antagonistic
forces. I like to test them against what
exists rather than manipulate thiigs into
place. Sometimes it works. sometimes it
doesn’t.
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Eil: Yowsifuatiom have II broad cotntc
crppad. Is that~ow vision of the world?
A= J’OU (111 optbnisttc writer?
Rlilchell: I think I’m a” optimistic per-

son. I’m not sure that a comic approach
quotes cirh optimism. Many comic
when - Mark Twin. for example ore notoriously misanthropic in their
view of the world. But I do believe the
rorld is becoming a better place. People
are generally easier Lodeal with, and it’s
more possible to go to other cultures and
tind sympathy and understanding than it
has ever been in the psst. But that’s not
entirely related 10 my comic interest. 1
think I’m just a clown. I like to make
pmplelaugh. That’s just asimportant as
making them think.
Elc Your ficrion relies hewi@ on
prairie slung, pub humour. As they say
b2 creative wiring classa “You%e got a
~rc,~t ear for dicrlogue.”
Mitchell: I hope not to sound immodest,

but I think that’s one of my skills. I may
have deficiencies in other areas, but I do
I:no\v how to reproduce the patterns of
spexh. That’s brought me more to
dramatic writing and less and less to
prose constructions. I deal in voices. Not
only ihe patterns of individual and
idiomatic speech, but also the silencer.
the v;ay people talk, explain, or expn~~
themselves to each other. That’s a
necessary component of dramatic
witing.
ElCz Do you listen all the time?
Rlitchell: Not consciously. I don’t take
notes, or work with a tape recorder. It’s
u”consclous. I don’t know where it
comes from. It’s a mimic capability of
listening naturally. A story-teller - and
I think of myself as that rather than a
literary artist - has to listen. The only
ray to know stories is to hear stories.
Very little of my writing is autobio-

. ~. ..~~._~
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graphical. Even a story like “The Great
Bleetrieal Revoludon” which seems
autobiographical. is a fiction, created
from a story I heard in Moose Jaw. In
the Prairies-and this is almost a truism
of Canadian literature now - there is a
graater reliance on oral transmission of
culture and idea through stories. People
in rural regions explain themselves. They
indicate their philosophies, thell attitudes through the stories they tell. It’s
nol abstract or intellectual.
BiC: Why is there such w outpouring ctf
creative writing f?om
right now?
Mitchell! A number of

Saskatchewan

factors in eonlluence contribute to this phenomenon.
First, them’s always bee” a lot of writing
from the Prairies end Saskatchewan from Clmve, Nellie McLung, Ross,
Laurence, W.O. Mitchell. and other
literary antecedents. ILseemsro me there
has been a disproportionate strength
from the Prairies. But now, with the improved communications network and
magazines that disswninate literary information fmm one end of Canada to
the other, it’s no longer necessary for
writers to leave their region and material
behind them. Now people interested in
writing about the Prairies can stay.
That’s what my generation of writers has
done.
Staying there caused a critical mars, a
nuclear explosion. The development of
the Saskateh’ewanWriters’ Guild in 1969
allowed it to happen on the Prairies at
the same time literary activities took
place elsewhere in Canada. We now
have a strong literary publishing pmgram with half a doze” pre.ws. The
more it seems natural and possible for
young writers to lii a market and the
more their own people are interested the
more this will happen.

BIG: Where do your ene@s

/mm?

come

Mitchell: I’ve always been a” energetic
person. A lot of energy that I’ve dissiDated in mv Life throuah the usual
irantie for& of activity-1 now place
directly at the service of story-telling.
Second, I have a good family relationship. That’s “eeessary for me to do my
work. 1 need to maintain a balanw beteem writing and looking after my
family and children’s needs. It feeds my
creative work in a positive way and
allows me to maintain-an optimistic atdtude. It’s a complementary relatio.“ship.
Third. I meditate. I took a TM course
about IO years ago. and while the philosophy of transcendental meditation “ever
really took hold, the technique of meditation is important to my life. I meditate
on a dally basis and on the short term
it’s absolutely necessary to keep my batr&s charged. I can maintain coneentradon for up to 14 hours a day working on
something. I get a lot done. Also, I control things like alcohol and other persopal abuses of the body. 0

Twisting
the fact3
t awe wm great interest Wayne
Grady’s review of recent Canadian crime
fiction (March), but 1 wish he had
resisted the urge to generalize about the
“dhwtio”” of the genre., especially as
his categorization involved a twisting of
the facts to suit the theory: a pmcedure
“o detective would countenance. Surely
it is also premature to set about defining
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the typical Canadian detective. He
should be allowed to develop over the
i”g a spectrum as his counterpans
‘abroad.
We certainly have two fine crime
writers in Howard En.@ and Eric
both of whim can stand
Wright alongside any of their American or
Englii colleagues - but why compare
them to the Eumpean model? There is
nothing of Van da Wetering’a ze” crazlness (more evident in his recent books,
Streetbird and The Mind Muni@t#
about either Charlie Salter or Benny
Cooperman. and both Wright and Engel
surpass rhe turgid self-indulgence
Nicholas Freding has wallowed in since
be killed off Van der Valk.
It is also extremely misleading to say
that “when other detective writers want
to write character novels, they generaBy
leave their detectives out of the book
altogether.” The more recent Englll
detectives, including P.D.
James’s
Adam Dalgliah
and Reginald Hill’s
Dalziel and Paseoe, certainly exist as
three-dimensional characters mid do
develop through conflict and reflection.
To cite Lord Peter Wimsey and Albert
campion as represmtative ewnples of
the English detective novel ls to deny the
evolution of the genre. Of course the
crime is important, but these days character development and senseof place are
among the most essential ingredients of
all detective tictio”. After all, there are
only a limited number of plots.
Grady has also given the Americans
short shrift. Certainly “the detective is
often
indistinguishable
from
the
criminals,” eve” in the work of writers
as good as Elmore Leonard and Richard
Stark. Nonetheless, Americans reign
supreme in the private detective novel.
Benny Cooperman, for example, is
much closer to American counterparts
such as Michael 2. L-win’s “softboiled” hem, Albert Samson, or eve” to
Robert B. Parker’s tough but sensitive
Spenser, than he is to Henri Castang or
Martin Beck, and the “solid” and
domesric Charlie Salter is closer to
English models like Rend,e.ll’s Wexford
and June Thonwn’s
Finch. Yes, Ihc
American private detective sometimes
“acts outside the law” - ba that’s his
prerogative: it comes with the territory.
Bven Benny Cooperma” witholds information when it suits him.
It is encouraging to see such praise for
Canada’s conten~pnrary mystery wrilers.
but disturbing to find their creations
typecast su soon. Also, I fail to see why
it is necessary tn misrepresent English
and American achievements in order to
place Engel.and Wright in a tradition to
which they do not belong. Crime fiction,
like any other kind of writing, develops

from what writers do, and too much
critical p&on-holing at such a” early
stage. particularly if it is based on in=
.curaIc premises, can become pmwlptlve
and inhibitive.
Peter Robinson
Toronto

n

Wayne Gmdy repliex I had no intention
of telling future detective novelists what
they could and could not write: the discernment of palterns and “directions”
within agenre is thecritic’s job. whether
Robinson likes it or not. and caJllng that
process “rypccastiy”
and “p&onholing” won’t make it go away. As for
misrepresenting English and American
Lraditlons, surely Rob&so” is not
seriously suggestingthat Dalglllh, et al.
are “three-dimensional characters” and
that Van der Valk. Castang. and Beck
are not? Turgid though Freellng’s prose
since Arktte and Chs:a”g’s City may be,
Freellng is certainly taking more pains tu
explore his environmenr, both social and
psychological,
than anyone since
Simenon:
try Simenon’s autobingraphical novel Pedigree for turgidity.
I fall to make senseof Robinson’s ob
j&inns
when he says I give the
Anuxicans short shrift, but then pmceeds to agree wirh everything I said. I
made it quite clear that Benny Cooperman’s
literary
antecedents
were
American rather than English or Eumpean (Jack Batten, in the current issueof
the Imperial Or7 Review, quotes with
approval the New York i%rar observation that Engel “has the tough. cynical
privateeye novel, as developed by
Chandler and Hammett, down wt”),
and sure.Iymy reference tu Coopemmn’s
development as a character over the
years was a clear enough warning against
pigeon-holing.

y

I WASTAKEN aback by Lorraine Johnson’s review of Judylalnc Fme’s book
amid
to Ask: A Book About Gmcer
(March) ml beeduse it was a “bad”
review of a very good and important
book. but because the review was
begrudging and imperceptive.
This is a unique book - indeed, it is
probably the firsr book on the subject
dimted to adolescents. It has garnered
unconditional
praise from many
sources. When the”, if the reviewer
thonghr tbc book was good, couldn’t
she say so simply and openly7 The
review rendnded me that it is always
easier M criticize than to praise. But
criticisnr must be ‘substantiated. The
reviewer’s suggestion that the author is
caught in a trap where she waivers bp
tween a” encouragement for life and
..

_. _... --_

acceptance or death is meanbxglers. So
too the opening sentence. which states
that the book’s intent is to “demyrtify
Eti” How, exactly. doa one demystiry
fi;le has written a book to help
educate the intended reader to the facts
about cancer. She believes that through
Iatomledge comes understanding and
v;ith understanding comer the ability to
more effectively deal with rear. pain and

the review it is obvious that 1 think the
book very good, but to give unconditional praise is to imp4 petrwio”.
I question the cliche that it is easier to
criticize than to praise. What is important, however, is that it is not on4 more
difficult but also more useful to criticize
pa* withinthe rramework 0r praise rot
the whole.
How does one “demystify fear”? By
writing a book called &iaid lo Ask.

. . . cancer.

The author’s de&Ion to inelude a
chapter on prevention was well
reasoned. Alag with feelings or anger
and resentment that children or cancer
patients feel. as noted by the reviewer,
there is also a rear or whether they will
get cancer too. A discussion of pte.ve”tion is just one more way to address the
rears axI provide information about the
more than IO0 diseases know” collectimely9s cnncer.
Valerie Hussey
Publisher, Rids Can Press
Toronto

problems and-cot&&
and the” provides facts and inromxation for that
discussion. But tone remains a broblem
when talking about iU”essand death to a
young audience.
I did not suggest that the author’s
decision to inchtde the prevention
chapbet was not weI-reasoned. I ques
tioned its placement “ear the beginning
and suggested that pax.“ts who give this
book to their children might want to
know of possible reactions in advance..
And is this not one of the mles of the
reviiewer?

_.

plunent to the 1983 Women and Words
conference in Vancouver-a watershed
event in the Canadian women’s mow
ment that everyone but her must know
about - Lorraine Johns&
review
(March) leaps rmm a brief contemplation of the &&English
title to an
assumption the contetus wIUbe a philosophically rigorous exercise in French
post modernism using psychoanalysis to
substantiate
feminist theories of
rIgtdstic and ontological difference.
Having thus missed the point that the
title is bilingual simply because the book
is, with ritlly one thii of the entries in
the French language, some of them
reflecii post modem linguistic theory
and some not, your intmpid (and unilingual?) reviewer proceeds to test her
assumption against English examples
only. Realizing they don’t bear her out,
she undertakes to denounce the editon
and contributors alike - the broadest
range and greatest “umber of conternpo*y Canadian women writers ever
brought together in one book - for
their error.

Lorwhe

Johnson replie% I, too, am

taken Abel;.

to~ottt~o THE \veS-adve&ed fact that

that

Women crud WOI&: TbeAnthology/Les
Femmes et les MOIE Une Anlologie is
nothing more or less than a literary cow

I did not write or imp4
Fine’s approach was wrong; 1.
simply questioned a few areas I relt were
problematic. Fmm the overall tone of

Richly iUurtnted with evocative fultcotour photographs.
for those
readers whose appreciation of the
butcher’s art reaches beyond the
me&
nostalgic, Lambs to the
g/uu~$reris a rat for the eyes.

A LETTEPto the editor in this Issue
reminds us that it is easier to write a
negative review than a favowable
one. But in the ease or some books,
it’s almost impossible to say anything
nice. Contestants are invited to corn
pose closing sentences for wild4
enthusiastic reviews orthe most tasteless, boring. loathsome books
imaginable. The prize is $25.
Deadline: August 1. Address: CanWit No. 102. Boox-Sin Cutmda. 366
Adelaide Sweet East. To&to
MSA 3X9.
P.esttUs of @attWit No. 100

EYENDESPITEour ge”enerous
doubling
or the prize - from S25 to $30 - the
response to OUTrequest for sly oxymorons was not exactly a landslide.
The reason? Well. we wotddn’t want
to point tingem, but one of the commonest duplications among the entries was “posral service” (rollowed
by “open secret” and “civil
servant”). The most mystifying entry

was “French kiss” (go fguure that
one; we’re not sure we want to

know). At any rate, the winner is a”
old standby, Barry Baldwin of
Calgary, for a. list that inch&x
; ~hdtaI”ze
Cl
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A true rutI 0r empties
- David J. Paul, Loran, Ont.

Finding many of dhese contributoFs
concerned not with the philosophiil
tigour of French post modernism but instead with such feminist “side issues” as
child abuse. sexual harmssment, sit&
parent survival. manifold paternalism,
and the power of solidarity, Johnson
dismisses them one and aU for “gutless
feminism.” Nicole Bmssard, Dorothy
Livesay, Suniti Namjoshi, Betsy
Warland, Jaqueline PeUetier, Daphne
Marlatt, Mary Meigs. Gay Allison, Jane
Rule, Helene Rosenthal, Louky Bersiattik, Phyllis Webb, Maria” Bngel and
61 others - each represented by the
pieee they themselves submitted - gutless feminists7
Howard White
I&bow Publishing
Madeira Park, B.C.
Johnson nplies: Most of
White’s letter deserves no reply. but one
point should be made. In speaking of
“gutless feminism” I was critic&g the
lack of coherent theory in the anthology
and not attacking individual co”tribtttors or their ideas.

Lorraine

st~~trc~wrb’edenm”strated
that universitie.s act BS agents or largescale
social mobility, discussion as to who
should go to them (see Michiel Horn’s
review or i%e Great Bruin Robbety,
January-February) might best be co”Rned to pointing out that it is best for
both students and society if supplyand
demand for grads are about equal. And
that it may.be the case that the university
is a more civilized place if the percentage

_-

of grossly underqualified undergraduates is low and the percentage of Pablum
courses eve” lowver.
G. Hendty
Highland Creek, Ont.

wtT~ GREAT,NCEIIEST1 read ,he feature
review discussing Canadian young adult
novels (January-February). I was. how
wet, disappointed with Mary AI”.&
Smith’s mwillingness to define young
adult literature. _
\Vhile YA literature is a relatively new
phenomenon panicolarly in Canada
(Corclrer I” :he Rye is generally considered the earliest ercample of a YA
novel), it has quickly, fmly established
itself as a unique and respectable area in
the field of literatum. Published tides
deal v:itb a wide variety of subject areas
and literary genres (adventure, romance,
science fiction,
fantasy,
mystery,
realistic fiction), all with varying levek
of complexity and difficulty. A recent
trend is indeed the slick packaging and
marketing of fommla books, this how
ever. is just part of YA literature and,
while popular. is not necessarily the
standard YA novel. Many quality titles

Classified
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the month for issue dated following
month. Address: Books in Canada Clash
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are in high demand and widely read by
adolescents. Beading interests of this age
group cannot be overlooked; many
young adults read titles usually considered adult.
Young adult literature should not then
he considered a genm “stuck somewhere
betnmeenadult fiction and stories written
for people who are clearly still
children.” Young adult literature (and
as Smith equated it with the state of
adolescence so will I) should not be
u”derestimated or alienated hy being
“stuck” somewhere in no man’s land.
Instead, it should be accepted us a” important part Of au Literature; as natural
as the growth and development of a person going through adolescence.
Nancy B. Black
Young Adult Librarian
Saskatoon Public Library System
Saskatoon

AS ONE who has done a good deal of
paste-up in my day I know the evil that
gremlins do. I am not Mark Gerson and
remain the reviewer of CounIry You
Can’1 Walk In by M.T. Kelly (April). I
only hope my ow” byline will not titurn
to hamit’you.
Gary Fasa”
Toronto
ALTHOUGH I LIKE the idea of short
“critical notices,” I would like to point
oat a” error resulting from the editorial
shortening of my review of Pamdisc
Siding, by Allan Donaldson (JanuaryFebruary). “Moose” is a story in The
Promise, by Wanda Blynn Campbell.
The story diicassed in the review is “The
Refugee.”
Debra Martens
Montreal

TRE FULLOW~NOCanadian books were
reviewed in the previous lwie of BoakP
in clmada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FICIlON
.4 Long Way to Oregon, by Anne Marriot,.
Mosaic Prm. Though death is the spectre
in many df these stories. they are not
gloomy. SomedmcI lyrical, often delicate.,
always wise and careful. Marriott talks to
us in a pmcdwl voiceah0111
what we have
a,w,yr feared and known.

NON-FIClION
Prlwte Realms of Llgbl: AmnIeur Photography In CImads 10394940, edited by
Lilly Koltun. Piuhemy & \Vhiteside. “It is
seldom that researchers discover a rich and
unknown field of study,” Koltun writes in

her preface.“When they do, the zeal to explore it is matchedonly by a” e”,husiasm

-_

.~_.___.__~__.

to communicate it to others.” The
documentalion. design, and production of
her book confirm lhat it. like amateur
photography. is a lsbour OFlove.

POETRY
Veiled Countries/Lives,
by Marie-Claire
Blair.
translsted by Michael Harris.
vebiiule press. Powerful, evocative,often

exhilarating.BIti’s collated poems(odginally published in Prench, in two volumes.
in the 1964s) are exactly what one would
expect Irom the author of such aemmplished prose as Mad Shadows and St.

Lawn?nceBlues.

THY FOUOW,NO Canadian books have
been received by Booksin Canada in re
cent weeks. Inclusion in this list does not
preclude a review or notice in a future
issue:

BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
A special issue on recreational

and summer reading

A PASSAGE TO CANADA
An excerpt from Clark Blaise’s forthcoming

BIOGRAPHICAL

autobiography

NOTES

Clara Thomas on writing and reading about other people’s lives

A LIFE OF CRIME
The exotic world of mystery writer John Reeves
By Fraser Sutherland
Reviews of new books by Roo Borson, Graham Greene,
David McFadden, Brian Moore, and Al Purdy, and much more

Available

in better

bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Nine times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
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Selected Storks
Neil Blsaaondatb
In the badition of Man Descendlug by
GuyVanderhacgbe.Macmillanof
Canadaproudlylaunchesan important
talentwith thir outstandingcollectionof
shortstories.Focussingon co&mporatythemesof culb~raldirlocatlon
and the shiftingpolitia of the Third
World. thisyoungtit% born in
Mnidad. bringsan excitingnew vi&m
to Canadianfiction.
“I’m staggeredby the talentwhichk
alreadyso developed:the textureof the
prose.the vision...thenanatiw orehe
rlx4l0n.” --I! s. fiaij.lmll
516.95 dotk

GAME
How YouCan Gzt Good Protectton
and Still Save Mone.~
J. J. Brown
In thk conbwetiaI book on the life
bwuance indusby,the authorof the
h&selling Start Wttb SIOOOshows
you howto chat yourinsuranceneeds
andhowtofdltheminthemcwtefficientand economicalwaypossible.
Alongthe way.Dr Bmwn lakes a jamdicedand ultimatelydllturbil look at
the life insuranceindurby% a whole.
$19.95 cloth
HERITAGE LOST
The Crisis in Canada’sFcnwsts
Donald MaeKay
A cm&l exp& of the c&k in an indulry that employsone Canadianin
tenI Thll hbtory of the forestinduby
horn 1810to tke pment day meals the
causesof this hiddenal&wastekd
loggingpmctlca. fires.acidrain and inadequater&raation. Asskkd by a
gmup of concernedforesterslFAS..Tl.
DonaldMacKaydrawssomeeye-openingconclusions
that willjolt Canadiins
out of tbelr complacency
abouttheir
mostvaluablenaturalresource.Ill=

!

photographs.
$24.95 cloth

OLlR LADY OF THE SNOWS
A New Novel
Morley Callagban
This sbikingcontemporaryno4 brir@
togetherall of the C&ban themes:
love. reliion. sexand death.At the
centreof the storyh a downtown
Torontohotel whichis bothseedyand
glamomus.Youwill meet Gil Gilhooky,
a barmanwhoselife’s@al is to be a
writer: EdmundJ. Dubuque.a former
pimp who is nowrich and on hir wayto
respectability;
and llona Tomow a beautiful nmtituk. whoseredemptioninv&s all of the regularsat the hotel.
$19.95 cloth
EBIDEOFTHEFARSIDE
Gary Larroa
A fourthall newcollectionof ZOO
hilariouspan& from The Far Side.
NumberOne on the New York~%KS
Popebock E@_sLse!~Lirl
lastfall. Far
Side bookshaveinspireda cult demtion
ar rabid on the colle~ campusas on
the corporateor kitchenbulletinboat
Bride of the Far Side ir sureto delight
the biparreand ravenousappetitesof
millionsof Larsonfans.
$7.95 paperback

John Keimetb Galbraltb
The warld-famousauthorof The ABlaent Society wa3born in Elgln Counbr
Ontarioin 1909 and mlsedin a cmmnunlty offarmerr
who calledtbemselws
Scotch.Thii book, now reissuedin
pBpertackwith a dellllful newFore
wad and ARmward,is an &ctionak
look at that communi& watisand all. as
it wasrememberedby a youthful
observer.
$8.95 paperback

TheThhzfBcwkinoR
Brmakingse&s

IF To0lORRoW COMES
SSSQ swdon
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The numberone, bestsellingauthorof
The Master of the Cameis notedfor
hll infamourhemine* In this gtipplng
newnovelhe inbuduceshll mostinbiguingcharacterof all - TracyWhilnm
With intelll@nceand beautyas her only
weapons.xacy setsout to d&my the
untouchablecrimekals who framedher
into servinga I5-year prisonsentence.
‘?+ull paced...”-VmKauLwr~~.
ea.95 dldk

Avdahle
w

at bookstores across Canada
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ONE

Kenneth EUancbard.and Droa and
Patrlcla Zlgarml
Followingin the footskpsofThe One
Minute Manager phenomenoncomes
tbLLnew handbwk on inneasingAlectbwnersthroughsituationalleadership.
Usingthe “One Minute”techniques.
you can learn howta becomea flexible
leaderand how to buildconfidenceand
autonomyin othersto assurethe pmsperihlofyour conlpany.

